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VOL LX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. JUNE 11, 1896.

NO. 6.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

IW1IIMjORCERT.

proposals will be received at
the office of the Clerk of the Board of
SEALED
Education of Harrison townahip, in Knox

The Natives Naturally Su
perstitious,

county. Ohio, until twelve o'clock, noon,
on the 31 day of July. 189G, for building a
School House on the lot si'uated in sub
district No 4 of said township, according
to the plans and specifications on file in
said office
Etch bid must contain the name of every
person interested in the same, and be ac
companied by a sufficient guaranty of some
disinterested person, that if the bid is ac
cepted, a contract will be entered into and
the performance of it properly secured.
The bid for each kind of material called
for by the specifications must be 9tated
separately, and the price of each given, and
the price of labor must also be separately
stated.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids.
By order of the Board of Education.
JOHN W BURKHOLDER.
June 1. 1896.
Clerk.
j4 w5

The man with the tattoo
marks on his skin would be
foolish to attempt to wear
them off by hard work. The
person with a severe cough
or cold is about as unwise to
attempt to wear that off. This
“ wear off ” idea has cost
many a life.

SwUs EmuLicn,
of Cod-liver Oil, with Hypo

And. Are Very Easily Prey
ed Epon.
Kahunas and Their Arts—Ancient
CuMtoms Still Popular—Kiilakaum
Was An Idolater—Fond of Hula
Girls »)d I he Wildest Orgies—An
Imposter Sent to Prison.

The native Hawaiian is naturally su
perstitious and is likely to be so for
many generations to come, in spite of
phosphites, gives immediate the efforts of the missionaries and the
aid by smoothing the cough teaching of civilization with its schools,
and supplying tonic remedies churches and otlies means of education.
TVTONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
to the weakened system. It His forefathers were superstitious before
him and his descendants will be after
-LvJL securities,in sums not less than *1.000.
prevents consumption b y him. Take the Hiawaiian of today,
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
Farm land for sale. Law office, A. R. Mcpromptly curing these colds even of the educated class. He may
INTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon
and
supplying the preventive attend church regularly, send his chil
Ohio.
power by which the system dren to Sunday school and he and his
wife sing in the choir every Sunday, and
can withstand disease.
PROFESSIONAL CAROS
SCOTT'S EMULSION has been endorsed by the
to all intents and purposes be a good
medical profession for twenty years. (.Ash your doc
tor.) This is because it is always palatable—always
Christian man, but in his heart he has
uniform—always contains the purest (fQorwegtau
no failh in religion or in the doctrines
Cod-liver Oil and Hypophosphites.
W . E. GRANT,
Tut up m fo cent and f/.oo lifti. The small siga
taught by the missionaries. In his in
ATTORN E Y-AT-L A W.
may he enough to eurtyour coup? o^ haig jour baby.
FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
nermost heart he believes in the teach
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
ings of his forefathers and the ancient*
M —
OCt 31 tf
customs of his race and if he cannot
practice them in publ'C will do so in
M. K. UOTNII4LL,
secret. *
TTORNEY-IT-LAW, Real Estate and
Loan Agent. Property for sale. Money
The ancient Hawaiians of the time of
to Loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt
the
first Kamehameha were heathen
Vernon, Ohio.
28marly
idolators, pure and simple. They wor
shiped all kinds of gods and idols, es
Easy to
W. M. KOOJTS,
ATTORNEY AT-LAW,
pecially the great shark god and the
Take •• • •
FFICE over Knox County Savings
goddess Pele, who is supposed to dwell
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
novltf
in the nethermost recesses of the great
volcano on the island of Hawaii, and
A. K. MciyTIKF,
their
descendants do the same thing to
ATTORSEY AND t’OLSSELLOR AT LAW.
day in secret. By native Hawaiians
~ FFICE, opposite the Court House. Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
18jan94
the writer means those of pure Hawaiian
BREAKS UP A COLD.
parentage, not half-whites, and so rapidH. D. C> itcbfikld.
H. C. Davis.
, ly is the race becoming extinct that
HEALS
CURES
Crltchfield A l>evln,
ttornEY8 at law. office ovei
these barely represent 50 per ^ent of
Colic, ’
Cuts,
Stauffer’s Clothing Store, North Side
the present population of the islands. It
Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Iljan94
Burns,
Cramps.*
' is a well-known fact that the late King
Bruises,
Diarrhoea,
Kalakaua encouraged these idolatrous
w.e.coorxa.
riAttiMooi,
Scratches,
Flux,
COOPER A MOORE
practices as much as he dared by every
ttorneys at law. office i
Bites of
Cholera
means in his power, not because he did
Mxis 3tkbit Mt. Vernon O.
Animals and
Morbus,
not know any better, but because it en
MONEY TO LOAN,
INSURANCE TO SELL.
hanced his popularity with the nativesNausea,
Bugs, etc.
McKEE & WRIGHT,
He owed his election to the thronfe
Changes
of
Tastes Good,
eneral insurance agents, of
against the rightful sovereign, Queen
fice S. W. Cor. Pub. Square and H igh st.
Water, etc.
Has ordered Frederick Hart, Trustee of the whole
Smells 6ood.
C. W. McKee.
Gcy. A. WrightEmma, to fraud. The latter was a
sale clothing firm of Leopold, Hess & Co., assigned, of
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
Christian woman in every respect and
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
No. 12 North 3d st., Philadelphia, Pa., to sell the remain
the highest chieftess living. As such
PHYSICIANS.
BOc. size SJ$ tiroes larger than 25c. size.
ing stock of men’s and boys’ fine tailor-made Clothing
she
was entitled to the throne and had
NO RELIEF, NOlPAY.
at one-third less than the appraised values,
the support of the Hawaiian people al
R. E R EGGLESTON,
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
most without exception. Kalakaua
Office and Residence, 211 N. Maiu
i
Springfield,
- - Ohio.
euchred her out of the throne by the
street, Mt Vert,oh, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.'
aid of a lot of unscrupulous half-white
The firms of I. & D. Rosenthal!, of Mt. Vernon,
Telephone calls—Hume Co., No. 39; Bell
politicians and gamblefs, who bribed
Co., No. 32.
0., and I. & I). Rosenthall, of Canton, 0., together with
the legislature and secured his election.
J. Rosenthall, of Findlay, O., and Abe Rosenthall, of
1 K. OONARD, M. D.,
The pure Hawaiian never had any use
Kenton, O., purchased $42,356.29 worth of the above de
tor him, but he sought by every means
HoMRorxTHic Physician and Surokon.
OrrioK—In the Woodward Block. Resi scribed merchandise at One-tliip<l Uess Than the
to secure their support, and after the
dence—Gambier St., Arentrue property.
death of Queen Emma to a certain ex
Office hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5 to Appraised Value of the actual wholesale cost, and
? p. m.
24aprly
tent succeeded in doing so.
the stock has been equally divided between the four
Publicly he sought to gain their favor
stores.
JOHN E. RU8SELL, M. D„
by 'giving frequent luaus, or native
And in order to turn these goods into money quickly
feasts, at which troupes of hula dancers
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors we havn inaugurated the greatest slaughter sale of
were among the after attractions. In
north of Public 8quare, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Clothing ever offered to the people of Knox and adjoin
private prominent natives were invited
Telephone No. 74.
to quiet suppers, which ended in fright
Residenoe—East Gambler street. Tele ing counties and to realize more Quickly on our invest
phone 7*.
29«eot87
ful orgies, in which his own private
ment we will include in this great slaughter sale our EN
troupe of hula girls were participants.
TIRE NEW SPRING STOCK OF MEN’S, BOYS’
DR.GEORGE B.BUNN
These orgies would last for two or three
AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, HATS AND FUR
pHYSIClAN ANDSURGEON,
days at a time and were only for a select
NISHING GOODS. Everything will be sold at 334 per
few, hut the public feast, were free to all
Room 3, RogersBlock 111 South MainSt.
cent, less than wholesale cost price.
Mount Vibmon, Onio.
natives. His successor, the ex-Queen
All professional calls by day or night
No Goods charged. Everything CASH. Prices
Liliuokalani, although attending church
pomptly responded to
TJnne
marked in plain figures. No deviation from these bus
every Sunday, carried on much in the
same way. Queen Emma being out of
iness rules will be allowed. ** We herewith give you a few
the way, Liliuokalani had the undivided
samples
of
the
amazing
prices,
which
will
convey
but
a
KNOX COUNTY
love of the Hawaiians as their rightful
small idea of the true values:
“Ivory Top” lamp chimneys
queen, and she has it yet, in spite of any
represent the result that glass
TEACHERS’
BOYS’ LONG PANTS SUITS.
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS.
and all assertions to the contrary. While
experts have been trying to pro
worth........................................ $4.75 15 cents, worth....................................... 25cents duce since the day glass was dis
nominally a Christian, being a com
EXAMINATIONS $2.46
2.98 worth........................................ 5.00 31 cents, worth....................................... 50cents covered. They will not break
municant of the Protestant Episcopal
3.48 worth........................................ 6.00 43 cents, worth....................................... 75cents with heat, and will stand ten
cathedral and a member of the old
5.86
worth-.-.
................
..........
9.00
times more knocking than any
Meetings for the Examination of
*
•.
•
e
Kawaiahao church, the first missionary
MEN’S SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS
lamp chimney was ever expected
Teachers will he held at the
LAUNDERED COLORED SHIRTS.
place of worship built in Honolulu, she
to stand. Besides their strength
AND DRAWERS.
School Room,
46 cents, worth.............. .'............. 75 cents
is at heart an idolater,and this is readily
and economy, they look best
19 cents, worth............................ 35 cents
on the lamp. When the old
proved from the fact that on her fre
CHILDREN
’
S SUITS.*
39
cents, worth..................... ....... 75 cents
chimney breaks, get an
Central Building, Mt, Vernon,
quent visits to the volcano she followed
79 cents, worth............................ $1 50
MEN’S PANTS.
the usual Hawaii custom of offering a
98 cents, worth............................ 2 00
The Second Saturday of Every Couth,
sacrifice
to the goddess Pele in the shape
$1.42 worth........................................ 2.50
59 cents, worth................
...$1.00
2.86 worths.,,.,....,......................... 5.00
75 cents, worth.................
... 1.50
of a live pig, which was thrown into the
And the Last Saturday of September
and end the trouble. Your deal
98 cents, worth.*.............. .
... 1 75
October, November, February
volcano in her presence and by her
OVER ILLS AND JACKETS.
er has them, or will get them if
$1.50 worth......’...’.........'.......
... 225
arch and April.
orders.
you
ask
him.
Refuse
all
sub

23 cents, worth.............................40 cents 2.00 worth........................... .
... 3.00
Enuinations Will Coauenco at S;30 o'clock
Both Kalakaua and Liluokalani en
stitutes. A book telling all about
89 cents, worth..50 cents
WORKING SHIRTS.
lamps and their care, sent free.
couraged the Kahunas and their prac
I,. D. onebrake, Prest ,
LAUNDERED WHITE SHIRTS.
tices, and consulted them frequently.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
18 cents, worth............................ 40 cents
THE LIPPINCOn GLASS CO.,
43
cents, worth........................... 75 cents
The Kahuna is essentially an Hawaiian
Alexandria, Ind.
Ij. B. Houck, lerk,
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON SOCKS.
institution. He or she—for they are of
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
MEN’S SUITS.
3 cents, worth.............................. 10 cents
both sexes—are somewhat like the
S. H. Mabarry,
$2.98 worth...................................... $ 6.00
medicine men of the Indians. They
Cenisibnrc. Ohio
MEN
’
S
STIFF
HATS.
3.48 worth...................................... 7.00
are part doctors, part priests, wholly sor
5.98 worth...................................... V.00 38 cents, worth................................$1.00
cerers and all-round frauds, and,as usual
6.98 worth...................................... 10.00 75 cents, worth.......'....................... . 1.56
9.96 worth...................................... 15.00 98 cents, worth................................ 2.00
with such people, manage to live on the
fat of the land without work of any de
o-----FACTORY PRICES.
scription. The power of divination and
sorcery pretended to be poesesseil by
these
people comee by descent mainly,
TO
so they claim, hut their principal stock
in trade is impudence. Since the pas
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.
sage of stringent laws against the illegiti
•< SAVED
mate practice of medicine, these Ka
WHEN SOU BUY A
the American Ball Blue hunas have to be very careful, but once
in a while the .authorities manage to
is not poisonous or injurious to health
convict sc me of them, and a heavy sen
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send lor Catalogue.
Second-hand wheels from 120 to $40.
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the tence at hard labor is the penalty.
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be
But for every one convicted there are
WVM. GRAH. COLUMBUS, O.
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the
a hundred at the business. The term
AMERICAN BALL BLUE
“kahuanisiu,” by which the busim-ss of
and
be sure you get the genuine these people is known there, may be
The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
article, which has a red stripe in the
translated literally as a “praying to
<■ 1 TAKE THE’* •< —
middle of the package.
death.” Their business is to pray one to
I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop's. Opera House Block,
death or the opppoeite. If an Hawaiian
has a grievance agRinst another he goes
Cor. Main and.Vine Sts-, Mt. Vernon, 0.
to a kahuna and hires him to pray the
latter to death. The kahuna takes his
fee and starts in pi a , ing, but incidental
DO YOU WANT 1G BETTER YOUR CONDITION ? ly finds means to inform the victim that
MACKINAC
Are yon tired of Arctic winters; of feed
ing atock half the year; of high-priced, he is being prayed to death by such and
DETROIT
worn outland and short crops; of aslngcoma kahuna. When the victim gets
PETOSKEY
WE WAST TO IMPRESS EPOS YOUR MINDS
♦ mercial and other fc Ailizers? Do you want such
mild winters; to have stock run at large all the information he generally does one
CHICAGO
the years to raise every grain and fruit of two things, he either hires another
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
known to the temperate zone; to have
better and cheaper land; more abundant kahuna to offset the prayers of the first
A COMPLETE LINE OF
The Qreatest Perfection yet attained in Boat
crops and as good prices as you get now! by more powerful prayers in his behalf,
Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Efficient Service,
If so, call on or write to THE PACIFIC
insuring the highest degree of
NORTHWEST IMMIGRATION DO ARIA or he goes to the first kahuna and makes
PORTLAND, OREGON.
2 a bargain with him to let up on him.
COnFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips hr Week Between
This he is able to do if he has the most
money. The victim never informs the
PETOSKEY, “THE 300,” MARQUETTE,
authorities as he ought to do, for he is
ANO OULUTH.
A slice of mince pie made of the
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
taught by the kahunas that such a pro
right mince meat Is a lunch in
Return, including Heals and Berths. From
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
Itself—an epicure's lunch.
ceeding would be certain death to him.
Cleveland, *18; from Toledo, $15; from Detroit.
HAS
NEVER
GRACED
OUR
TABLES.
liJ.SO.
When the first kahuna finds out that a
EVERY EVENING
It's a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
Becond
has been hired to offset his ef
Between Detroit and Cleveland
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqent*
forts he gets another to help him, and
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
• iy we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
MINCE MEAT
for all points Bast, South and Southwest and at
the other side doe® the same, until some
Is the right mince meat. Whole-1
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.
AND DESIRABLE.
times there are four or five kaltunas ar
some, fresh and delicious. For,
Sunday Trips funs, Jaly, Augsst and Ssptsrabar Only.
pies, fruit cake and fruit pudding.
rayed on each side who are praying
CHAS. A DEBMODY
EVERY DAY BETWEEN
Hold everywhere. Take no substitute.
away for dear life—as long as there is
Cleveland, Put-in-Bay £ Toledo
Send name nod nddrm for booklet. " Mm.
Pupkin,* ThinkactTtns,* a hnmnron, «tory.
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
any money in sight
MERRELL-SOULE CO. SYRACUSE, N Y
A. A. 8CHANTZ. «. e.
DBTBOiT, MICH.
In the meantime all this preys on the
MM
me Detroit and Cleveland Steam
Co.
ni'ind of the victim and he soon fancies

MONEY TO LOAN I

o

PLUG

A

The umpire now decides that
“ BATTLE AX” is not only
decidedly bigger in size than any
other 5 cent piece of tobacco, but the
quality is the finest he ever saw, and
the flavor delicious* You will never
know just how good it is until
you try it*

O

o

LIGHTNING
HOT
DROPS

A

[)

A

G

D

c

IVORY

TOP

IVORY TOP

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

$25.00
You will find in every department of ou
a reduction corresponding
$30.00 establishment
with the few prices herein presented, which

GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE

gives you an idea of the bargains to he ob
tained at this slaughter sale.
This great sale will continue until the
entire stock is closed out.

FARMERS

W

French, English, Scotchand German

Toledo, Detroit ^Mackinac

NONE SUCH

lav.

himself ill. Instead of sending for a
government physician, whose services
would cost him nothing, the sick man
relies on his kahuna, and as a result of
histreatment soon dies. It is within the
personal knowledge of the writer that
several natives have been thus prayed to
death within the past- three years, in
spite of the best efforts of the attorneygeneral and other officials of the repub
lic to break up the practice of kahunaism.
A case occurred only a few days ago
which well illustrates the methods em
ployed by these kahunas, and the fol
lowing is taken from the official police
records of the prosecution.
Knhakumaka, an Hawaiian female
about 30 years of age, caused the arrest
of one Halcole, whom she accused of
being a kahuna, and against whom a
charge of practicing medicine without a
license was preferred. In telling her
story to the court she said that her hus
band was suffering from a large swell
ing on the body, which made him quite
sick. She knew the defendant to be a
big kahuna by reputation, and on the
advice of friends consulted him about
her husband. She took aloDg a bottle
of brandy and some awalau (a native
root from which an intoxicating liquor
is manufactured), for which she paid $ 1
—a large sum for a native—to propitiate
the great man and secure his services.
After making the offering the kahuna
opened the bottle and took a drink. He
then opened a Bible and said he was
looking for a way to get at the disease of
the sick man. After he had looked
over a few passage® of the book be
prayed a little and then took another
drink of the brandy and then said he
was ready to see the sick man. When
he got to the house he prayed some
more and then asked for a dollar, which
he said he was an offering to the god who
was the special patron of the kahuna.
Her deluded husband gave him the dol
lar and the kahuna tl en gave the wit
ness instructions to pound up some of
the awa root and apply it to the body of
her husband. She did so, but her hus
band got worse rapidly. The next
morning she got the kahuna to come
again, and he then put her husband in
quarantine for three days and ordered
the rest of the family to move to another
district three miles oft. On the follow
ing day she went several times to get the
kahuna to come again, but he was al
ways out. On the third day she found
him, but he refused to visit her hus
band, and she had him arrested for re
fusing to come. On cross-examination
the witness said that she did not know
to what god he prayed and did not
understand what he said.
Pahupu, an Hawaiian female belong
ing to the same family, said that the
kahuna and the sick man and his wife
had a consultation together at which it
was agreed that the kahuna was to
undertake the cure, after which the
kahuna prayed so as to pul all of them'
under his influence. He gave her these
instructions: She was then to pound
the awa root and apply the juice to the
body of the sick man and if it got dry
to put some brandy and water on it.
The kahuna prayed until be said he
could see the cause of the trouble, but
said he could not cure the trouble with
out the dollar. He said that when the
sick man was clear of the evil spirits he
would get well and that he would then
deposit the dollar in the Catholic church,
but he did not do so.
This kahuna was found guilty and
fined $100 and costs, which he is now
working out in the penitentiary at the
rate of 50 cents a day. He was an ar
rant impostor and laid himself liable by
attempting to cure his victim. With
the kahunas who confine themselves to
praying alone little or nothing can be
done, and it is very seldom that any
testimony can be procured against
them.
These kahunas sometimes blossom
out into prophets, although their pro
phecies are generally of future evils to
the Hawaiian race. There is an old
lady kahuna on the island of Maui who
has predicted the end of the world
several times, and at present writing has
the natives throughout the group in a
great state of excitement from her pre
dictions of impending disaster.
But enough has been said to show the
practice® of the kahunas and the difti
culties encountered by the government
in stamping them out.—Honolulu Cor
respondence Cincinnati Times Star.
Treasury returns for March show
that the exports of cotton, breadstuff's,
mineral oils and provisions, which are
the four principal classes of domestic
products exported exclusive of manu
factures, were valued at $46,286,120, or
$<>,002,237 more than the shipments of
similar merchandise in March last year.
For nine months of the present fiscal
year the total exports ot the above
items were valued at $427,406,368, against
$402,257,111 in the corresponding period
in 1894-95. Details for other exports
are not yet available; but if the ship
ments of manufactures were no larger
last month than they were in February
the aggregate for the expired three
quarters of the fiscal year will be over
$161,000,000, against $132,000,000 during
the corresponding period in the previ
ous year. The foreign trade figures are
highly encouraging; and the growth ol
exports of manufactured products es
pecially, is a convincing disproof of
Protectionist blather about the deca
dence of industrial enterprise under the
Wilson tariff.

There is more catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few
years was supposed to be incurable. For
a great many years doctors pro
nounced it a local disease, and pre
scribed local remedies, and by constant
ly failing to cure with local treatment,
pronounced it incurable. Science has
proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, and therefore requires constitu
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
cure on the market. It is taken inter
nally in doses of from 10 drops to a tea
spoonful. It acts directly on the blood
and mucous surface® of the system.
They offer $100 for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testinK
nials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
®tzT Sold by druggists, 75c.

DEITH-DEJLIHG STORMS

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

Wlilrli are More Devasla*
ling Thau War.

W’liat a Cyclone In and a
Tornado.
Unequal Distribution of Barometric
Pressure the Cause —Prof Hazen’s
Vivid Description of a Typical
Western Tornado-Earliest Tornado
Was in 1701 -Principal Storms.

The recent appalling disaster which
befell St. Louis and the surrounding
towns, together with the tornadoes
which devastated sections of Iowa,
Kansas and Texas a few days before,
has again called attention to the death
dealing storms which at time® visit the
Mississippi River Valley.
There have been few disaster® in re
cent years which have resulted in the
loss of as many human lives and as
much property as the storm that struck
St. Louis. When the Joss of life in the
other storm* of the previous ten days is
considered in connection with the one
at St. Louis, tornadoes seem more terible
than war.
There have been more people killed
by the recent storms in the West than
have met death while battling for Cuban
freedom. It take® the Spanish army,
the Cuban insurgents, and the latter’s
ally, Yellow) Jack, about a month to kill
as many people as were hurried to their
death within a few minutes during the
awful storm.
The average man has a misconcep
tion of the difference between a cyclone
and a tornado. A cyclone is a wind
storm which covers a vast area of terri
tory. The wind at such times attains a
velocity of from 39 to 80 miles an hour.
These storms frequently cover several
States, and, while they are often dan
gerous and destructive of property, they
lack the tremendous force and concen
tration whick makes a tornado dreaded.
Unlike the cyclone, the tornado covers
very little territory. It is the monster
whirlwind, funnel-shaped and with a
twisting motion, which sweeps along a
narrow path a few rods in width, utterly
wrecking everything it encounters. A
tornado lasts but a minute in any one
place, and what damage it does is done
in less time than it takes to tell it.
k Tornadoes sometimes travel thirty or
forty mile® before spending their foree»
often leaving a track but a mile or so in
length and only a few rods wide.
Winds are caused by what weather
experts call unequal distribution of bar
ometric pressure. The air lrom the
places of high pressure rushes into the
localities where the pressure is lotv. In
some way the cold currents from The
north meet the warm air from the
south, and a tornado is bora. Torna
does are almost invariably preceded by
cyclonic storms, but a cyclone is not
necessarily accompanied by a tornado.
Recent observation® have destroyed
some pet theories regarding tornadoes.
The late Gen. H. A. Hazen, chief of
the Weather Bureau, believed that it is
necessary for the warm air to flow un
derneath the cold air in order to produce
the conditions requisite for the funnelshaped cloud. He attacked the popular
idea that the circular motion is a neces
sary feature of the tornado.
Prof. Hazen gave the following de
scription af the formation of a typical
Western tornado:
“On a quiet but very hot afternoon
there suddenly appears in the south
west horizon an ominous, greenish-black
cloud; the sky is almost cloudless over
head and there is a gentle south wind
blowing towards the general storm,
which almost invariably will be found
to the northwest and about four hundred
miles away. Occasionally light, fleecy
cirrus clouds, also generally from the
south, pass far above one’s head.
“Suddenly the black cloud draws
near, preceded by a tremendous mass
of dust and a terrible roar likened to
'the bellowing of a million mad bulls’
or to ‘the passage of ten thousand trains
of cars through a tunnel,’ is heard.
This characteristic roar is usually heard
at least fifteen minutes before the arrival
of the tornado, and, in conjunction with
other signs, gives ample warning of its
approach.
“The cause of this roar is not easy to
determine. It is like a continuous roar
of thunder. It is without doubt some
manifestation of electricity, and it has
been heard in a violent thunderstorm.
The wind now blows violently from a
western point, but it is hardly proper to
say that it shifts to the west, as the cause
of the west wind has no connection
with that of the previous current from
the south. Almost immediately the
tornado, often ushered in by a fearful
pelting of hail, is upon us. On the south
side the destruction extends to 1,000 feet
or even a quarter of a mile, while on the
north side one may stand with impunity
within 400 or 500 feet of the greatest
destruction.”
Where there are so many conflicting
notions regarding cyclones some of them
must of necessity be wrong. They are
difficult things to study because they
cannot always he found, and the unfor
tunates who have been compelled to
examine them at close range have not
always been able afterwards to accurate
ly describe what they saw.
Trof. Hazen formed his conclusions
from studying the debris made by a
storm and noticing the direction in
which trees had been blown. The West
has recently supplied much material
for this kind of study, and it is possible
that something scientifically definite
will be known about tornadoes before
long. And then perhaps some way
will be discovered to prevent them.
Many people believe that cyclones are
more numerous now and more destruc
tive than they were years ago. Some
scientists hold to this theory, and try
to account for it. The destruction of
the forests has been assigned as a cause,
while other wise men attribute the
-torms to the railroad and telegraph
lines, which form a network over the
country and which may, they say, have
some effect on electrical phenomena.
The chances are that cyclones and
tornadoes are not more numerous now
ban they have previously been. There
are more people now in the cyclone

ABSOLUTELY pure
belt and more towns to be destroyed,
and the facilities for gathering and pub
lishing the news are better than ever
before. To this last may perhaps he
attributed the belief that tornadoes are
more numerous.
Certainly more people learn of the
destruction of a town by a storm or by
any other cause now than ever before
in the history of the world.
Tornadoes have long been a feature
of level countries, whether prairie or
timbered. Throughout Ohio, Indiana,
Wisconsin and Michigan are what are
known to the early settlers as “wind
falls.” In the midst of an unbroken
forest would be found a narrow swath
where the trees had been blown down.
This marked the couise of a tornado
that may have scared a few Indians and
wild animals, but which did little dam
age, because there was nothing to be
damaged.
The earliest tornado which visited
civilized North America occurred in
1761. For two hours on the afternoon
of May’2 in that year South Carolina
entertained a tornado which did much
damage and killed several people, but a
full history of it cannot be obtained.
In the spring of 1840 a tornado visited
Natchez, Mtes., killing 217 people,
wounding as many more and sinking a
number of vessels in the river. The
storm lasted exactly four minutes, and
while awful in its character had become
ancient history with those who had
passed through it before residents of
neighboring States knew that it had
occurred.
Lightning may not strike twice in the
same place. Some one has said that it
doesn’t need to. The tame observation
would apply to a tornado, but two of
them did strike Natchez. The second
was two years later than the first, and
was even more disastrous, the number
of dead being between four and five
hundred.
Since 1874 the figures regarding tor
nadoes are tolerably accurate, having
been compiled by the Weather Review.
Here are the most important storms:
Nov. 22, 1874. The town of Tuscum
bia, Ala., was destroyed; loss $100,000.
May 6, 1876. A tornado in Chicago
killed several people and destroyed
$250,000 worth of property.
June 4, 1S77. Mount Carmel, Ill.,
destroyed; 10 killed, thirty wounded; loss
$400,000.
July 7, 1877. Pensaukee, Wis., de
stroyed; 8 killed, many wounded; loss
$400,000.
June 1,1878. A path 750 feet wide
and a mile 1 jng mowed through Rich
mond, Mo. There were 13 killed, 70
wounded; loss $100,000.
Aug. 9,1878. A disastrous tornado in
Wallingford, Conn. The loss of life
amounted to 34 and twice as many
wounded; lose $200,000.
April 14, 1879. One man was killed
and sixty buildings destroyed in Collins
ville, Ill. This tornado struck a ceme
tery and levelled every tombstone.
April 16, 1879. Sixteen people were
killed in Walterboro, S. C. During the
storm many claimed to have seen halls
of fire rolling along the ground.
April 18, 1880. Two killed and 30
injured in Fayetteville, Ark.
April 18, 1880. Every house in
Marshfield, Mo., a town of 2,000 people,
was destroyed or badly damaged; 65
were killed and 200 wounded.
April 18, 1880. Several people killed
in Beloit, Wis. On. the same day a
similar storm strtick Licking, Mo., and
killed 3, wounding 15, and leaving 300
homeless.
April 24,1S80. Six people killed at
Taylorville, Ill.
May 28,1880. Fifteen j>eople killed
and four times as many wounded in
Savoy, Tex.
April 12, 1881. A tornado accom
panied by hailstones of enormous size
killed ten people in Hernando, Miss.
June 12, 1881. Tornado in DeKalb
county, Mo., killed 5 and razed 80 build
ings.
July 15, 1881. New Ulm, Minn,
Buffered; 11 killed; loss $400,000.
Sept. 24, 1881. Nine killed in Quincyt
Ill.
April 18, 1882. Brownsville, Mo.,
partially destroyed; 8 killed.
June 17, 1882. Disastrous storm in
Grinnell, Iowa.; 60 killed, 150 wounded;
140 houses destroyed in three minutes;
loss $600,000.
April 22,1883. Every house in Beau
regard, Miss., torn down and 29 people
killed. Thirteen people were killed in
the neighboring town of Wesson the
same day,
May 18,1883. Sixteen people killed
in Racine, Wis.
Aug. 21, 1883. Town of Rochester,
Minn., destroyed and 26 people killed.
Feb. 19, 1881. Eleven people killed
in Leeds, Ala.
Aug. 3, 1885. Six people killed in
Camden, N. J., by a storm which de
stroyed property worth $500,000.
April 14, 1S86. Seventy-four people
killed in St Cloud and Sauk Rapids,
Minn.; loss $400,000.
April 21, 1887. Twenty killed and
300 injured in Prescott, Kan.
April 22, 1887. Twenty killed and
over 100 wounded in Johnson county,
Ark.
Feb. 19,1888. Mt. Vernon, III , 18
killed, 54 wounded; loss $400,000.
Jan. 9, 1889. East Reading, Pa., 40
people killed by a storm which destroy
ed $200,000 worth of property.
Jan. 12,1890. One hundred houses
razed and three people killed in St.
Louis, Mo.
March 27, 1890. Awful storm in
Louisville, Ky. There were 76 "killed,
200 injured, and $2,250,000 worth of
property was destroyed.
July 7,1890. Nine people killed in
Fargo, N. D.
April 1, 1892. Thirty-four people
killed in several small towns in Kansas,
Towanda and Augusta suffering most.
May 28, 1892. Twenty-eight people
killed in Wellington, Kan. Ixxss $500,-

000.
June 15,1892. Sixty people killed in
Southern Minnesota.
April 12, 1893. Seventeen people
killed in Robinsonville, Miss.
April 26,181t3. More than 100 people
killed in a series of tornadoes in Okla
homa.
April 30,1893. Thirty people killed
in Cisco, Tex.
June 21, 1833. Storm near Topeka,
Kan., resulted in the loss of 14 lives.
July 6, 1893. Storm visited Pomeroy,
la., and neighboring villages, killing
more than 100 people.
Sept. 21, 1894. Over seventy-five
people killed in a general storm in
Minnesota and Iowa.
May 3, 1895. Twenty people killed
in and near Sioux City, la.

After meals you should have simply a
feeling of comfort and batisfaction. You
should not feel any sj>ecial indications
that digestion is going on. If you do,
you have indigestion, which means notdigestion. This may be the beginning
of so many dangerous diseases, that it is
best to take it in hand at once and treat
it with Shaker Digestive Cordial. For
you know that indigestion makes poison,
which causes pain and sickness. And
that Shaker Digestive Cordial helps
digestion and cures indigestion. ShakeDigestive Cordial does this by providing
the digestive materials in which the
sick stomach is wanting. It also tones
up and strengthens the digestive organs
and makes them perfectly healthy.
This is the rationale of its method of
cure, as the doctors would say. Sold by
druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00 per
bottle.
At Oberlin, a little son of Rev. Charles
Riggs, a returned missionary, fell into a
cistern while at play in the ’ yard. The
farther is totally blind, but when he
heard his son’s cries and the splash in
the water he jumped into the cistern
and held the little fellow above the
water until help arrived.

If it required an annual outlay of $100
to insure a family against any serious
consequences from an attack of bowel
complaint during the year there are
many who would feel it their duty to
pay it; that they could not afford to risk
their lives, and those of their family for
such an amount. Any one can get this
insurance for 25 cents, that being the
price of a bottle of Chamberlain’s Cholic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. In
almost every neighborhood some one
has died from an attack of bowel com
plaint before medicine could be pro
cured or a physician summoned. One
or two doses of this remedy will cure
any ordinary case. It never fails. Can
you afford to take the risk for so small
amount? For sale by druggists.
The burning of the Aultman-Taylor
warehouse at Mansfield destroyed an
entire season’s work. The warehouse
contained 300 finished separators and
clover hullers, and these were all
destroyed. The loss will aggregate
over $200,000 and there is a blanket
insurance of $206,000. The company
will resume at once.

With the blood full of humors, the
heated term is all the more oppressive.
Give the system a thorough cleansing
with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla and a dose or
two of Ayer’s Pills, and you will enjoy
summer as never before in your life.
Just try this for once, and you’ll not
repent it.
The management of the Attica
Fourth of July celebration have an
nounced that the Mayor of the city
will preform a marrage ceremony on
the streets of the town, and the lucky
couple will be given enough furniture
from the merchants to l>egin house
keeping comfortably.
Mr. James Perdue, an old soldier re
siding at Monroe, Mich., was severely
atHicted with rheumatism, but received
prompt relief from pain by using Cham
berlain’s Pain Balm. He says: “At
times my back would ache so badly
that I could hardly raise up. If I had
not gotten relief I would not be here to
write these few lines.
Chamberlain's
Pain Balm has done me a great deal of
good and I feel very thankful for it.”
For sale by druggists.

Rev. Geyer, of the Church of Christ,
who conducts service at the Hopowell
church, west of Tiffin, was held up on
his way home Sunday night and was
relieved of his pocketbook and a gold
watch. He thinks the robbers were
colored men.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.
The chief attraction at the Tiffin
depot on Tuesday was a man with a
beard that reached to his ankles. He
was Thomas Cooper of Jamestown, Ind.
He said he was a farmer, and when at
hte work held the l>eard under his coat.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Ths Best Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum. Fever
S>res, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For tale
bv Geo. R. Baker A SonTs.
22feb-lv

Burglars entered the Chardon postoffice and got $2 for their trouble.
The World's Fair Tests

showed no baking" powder
so pure or so great In leav*
Cnlng power as the Royal,
A bolt of lightning struck McCuen’s
drugstore at Massillon and damaged
it $1,000 worth.
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the
liver and kidneys, cures constipation
and sick headache. 26c at all druggists.

Bartholomew Kinglcman and wife
were struck by an electric car at Colum
bus and fatally injured.
Mothers will find chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy especially valuable for
croup and whooping cough. It will
give prompt relief and is safe and pleas
ant. We have sold it for several years
and it has never tailed to give the most
perfect satisfaction. G. W. Richards
ruquesne, Pa. Sold by druggists.
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Hon John K. Haiden for Congress.
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The 14th Congressional district is com
WM. I. SCOTT,
posed of the counties of Lorain, Huron,
About 35 years of age, died at his home on
R<chland, Ashland, Morrow and Knox. PasNed By City Council North 8andusky street, Sunday, of con
W. M. BARPKB.
FRANK UARPKR
sumption. Deceased was the son of J and
As we remember, all but Huron have
Holiday Xight.
HARKER A HARKER.
Lizzie Scott, being bo-n in Washington, D.
held their conventions to appoint dele
C. He came to this city from Wellington.
gates to the State and Congressional
Ohio, about thirteen years ago, and has
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
City Notified of a Proposed since
been employed as a machinist by the
Conventions. Of this number, all but
Boinage Suit.
C. & G. Cooper Co The funeral occurred
Richland
have
pronounced
in
favor
ot
XO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
Tuesday afternoon, interment being made in
the free and unlimited coinage of silver,
Mound View.
THE ONLY GOLD MEDAL
Recent
Rains
Causing
Trouble
on
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
so that it appears evident that the friends
Mulberry Street—St. Paul’s Church
DEATH or MRS. MARGARET WHITWORTH.
of the white metal will be in control,
Protests Against Assessment For
The above well known lady died at the
MOIST VERNON. OHIO.
when the convention to select a candi
Proposed Gay Street Sewer—Minor residence of Hon. William Welsh, W Vine
street, about 12 o’clock, Tuesday night, of
date
to compete with Hon. W. S. Kerr,
Doings.
THUR9DAY MORNING...JUNE 11,1896.
congestion of the brain. Her age was
the Republican nominee, meets at Shelby
about 76 years and she was was a sister of
on the 17th inst.
President Bogardui rapped the City Mrs. Welsh and of Tborntoa Whitworth.
DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION. It is no more uncertain that the Dem ,Council
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral for Cuugha.
to order Monday evening and in The funeral will take place at 1 o’clock,
the absence of Clerk Chaae, appointed Mr. Thursday afternoon from the home of Mr.
The Democratic State Convention will b« ocratic National Convention to be held Welsh to act as Clerk pro tem. The roll
Welsh on West Vine street.
held at Columbus on June 23 and 24. Can di
dates will be nominated for Secretary of at Chicago next month will adopt a free call showed all the members present except
State, Supreme Judge, Dairy and Food silver platform. It is equally sure that Vance. After the minutes of the previous
THOU SHALT NOT “KID.”
The members of the Knox County M utu
Commissioner, Member Board of Public
meeting had been read and adopted after a
al Insurance Company are hereby notified
Woiks. Two candidates for Presidential the St. Louis Convention will declare alight correction, Mr. Chase appeared and
that
the annual meeting of said Company
Elector at-Large will also be named, and
Hubby Evidently Forgot This Com will be held at their office in Mt. Vernon.
four Delegates-at-Large to the Democratic for a single gold standard, or at least a took bis place.
mandment and Now Regrets It.
Ohio, on Wednesday, July 8, 1896, at 10
National Convention will be chosen In straddle on the money question.
The City Solicitor reported that he had
the Democratic State Convention Knox
The fury of a mad woman was de o’clock, a m., for the purpose of electing a
been notified by Mies Ella Porter, through
county is entitled to six delegates.
With the lines thus closely drawn, the her attorneys, of her intention to bring monstrated in way Saturday night that Board of Directors and for the transaction o
other businessH. H. GREER,
M. A. SMALLEY Cbaiiman.
Secretary.
contest will be one of the most interest suit against the city for damages in the sum ought to serve as a terrible warning to busbands who are inclined to stay out too
of
$1,000
for
injuries
sustained
by
falling
in
ing and vitally important since the close
a water works trench on Chestnut street, la’e at night. Mr. George Sea volt,
DEMOCRATIC
CONGRESSIONAL of the war. If a “free silver” President
NOTICE.
one night last fall. Upon motion of Mr. who resides on N. Sandusky street, left his
CONVENTION.
is to be elected, then he should have a West, the matter was referred to the City home in the evening and started down
All owners, lessees or agents of lots or
The Democrats of the Fourteenth Ohio
street. He was requested by his wife to teSolicitor with power to act.
lands within the city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio,
Congressional District will meet in delegate Congress at his back that will carry out
The Street Commissioner reported that turn early, which he did, arriving home are hereby notified to immediately cut
convention at 8helby, Ohio,
the wishes of the people in remonetizing the gutters on 8outh Mulberry street, at the shortly after eight o’clock. His wife was down and destroy all Canada thisde, com
Portli-East Cor, Pub. Square.
Wednesday, June 17, 1896,
intersection of Gambier and Front streets, asleep in a rocker on the front porch at tlie mon thistle, wild parsnip, wild carrot, bur
the white metal.
or other noxious weeds within or up
time and he gave her a gentle shake to dock.
For the purpose of nominating a candid
on their lot, lots or lauds and to keep them
The Banner believes that a decided were in bad condition. They, like many
for Member of Congress, two delegates and
other gutters in the city, were filled with arouse her. She asked him the hour, and cut down until the 15th dsy of October,
two alternates to the National Convention majority of the voters of the 14th dis sediment, so that daring recent rains the he thinking it such a good joke that she 1896, in accordance with section 4732 of the
and one Presidential Elector, and for the
revised statutes of Ohio.
transaction of such other business as may trict favor the restoration of silver to water overflowed the pavements end inun should fall asleep at such an early hour, be
LeKoy G Hunt.
come before said convention. The basis of
dated surrounding cellars. He also called gan to laugh. But Mrs. Seavolt did not
May 29, 1896.
Mayor.
representation in the convention will be the place jt occupied prior to 1873, and i Council’s attention to the fact that the time take kindly to the joke. She thought the
one delegate for every 100 votes cast for with a proper candidate to represent
for cutting and destroying weeds was close hour much la'er than it really was Just
Grover Cleveland for President in 1892 and
SALE OF BOXDS.
one delegate for each fraction of fifty votes their views, there can be no question as at hand. Upon motion of Mr. Stevens, the then she beard a train whistle, which she
cr over. This basis of representation will
matter was referred to the Street Commis took to be the midnight tiain from Colum
entitle the several counties in the dis to the final result.
. Office of Ci»v rkrk.
)
sioner, but war afterwards reconsidered and bus whistling out of the yards and being
trict to the following number of delegates
Mt. Vernon, O, June 6 1896 }
Catalogue Free on Request
It is with pleasure, therefore, that we referred to the Street Committee.
provoked at the tantalizing manner of
OTICE is hereby given that on Monday,
Ashland......... 30 I Lorain........ ,.,..37
her husband, seized a large bottle and
The
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a
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from
the
vestry
present
the
name
of
Hon.
John
K.
July 13, 1896, between the bouts of 2
.20
Huron
...... 36 Morrow...
of St. Paul's Episcopal church against the dealt him a terrible blow over the head
’clnck p. tn and 3 o'clock p. m of said
54
Knox.............. 35 Richland.
Haiden, of Knox county, for the con assessment for the proposed Gay street which inflicted an ugly scalp wound and day,jthere
will be s->ld at this office io the
The convention will be called to order at sideration of the delegates who will
sewer. The protest stated that the church rendered him unconscious for a time. A highest and best bidders, Thirty Watereleven o’clock a- m.
Works Extension and Improvement Bonds
H. G. Rkdixotok. Lorain,
compose the Shelby Convention. Mr. bad recently caused to be constructed a physician was called and patched him up of the City of Mt. Vernon. Ohio, in the agTern. Chairman.
drain front their property on Gay street, and he wili probably leave his kidding g egate sum of $15,000 for the purpose of
---- AND----Haiden has been the steadfast and un connecting with the Main street sewer clothes down town hereafter when be re purchasing additional ground, improving
I. W. Thomas, Ashland,
Tem. Secretary.
and
extending
the
water-works
system
and
H. A. Mykrantz, Ashland; J. W. Rex faltering friend of the white metal. He which answered all their purposes as well turns homeprotecting the water supply thereof in Mt
ford, Huron; Hugh Neal, Knox; H. G has given the currency question thor as the proposed sewer. Upon motion of
Vernon, Ohio, said bonds to ba of the de
Redington, Lorain; J. F. Barnett, Morrow
Mr. McFeely, the matter was referred to the
nomination of $500 each, to be dated July
Leonard Looks for Trouble.
Charles W. Fritz, Richland; District Com ough study and is eminently qualified
1, 1896. Shall be payable twenty (20) years
City Solicitot.
rnittee.
Ed. Leonard, an ex-convict and well from the date of issue and shall be rriieemto defend his position on the hustings or
The resolution repealing the poll tax or.
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wound. He removed the bullet and with it
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Mr. Bogardus wanted oce-eighth of
Marysville last Friday, aged 80 years a record in Congress that every constit
calling.
mill
transferred
from
the
general
levy
to
He was editor of the Tribune, of that uent will be proud of. It is perhaps
the sewer fund levy.
place, and had been in the newspaper
Theater at the Park.
well to state that Mr. Haiden is not
Mr. Myers moved to substitute the word
business for 57 years.
The season of summer theatricals was
seeking this nomination, but the Banner “street” in place of the word “sewer.
Considerable discussion was indulged in opened at the Park Monday, with the ap
It is said that Texas proposes to im has assurances that if the honor is ten
by Messrs. Bogardus, Myers and Larimore. pearance of a vaudeville company, the
pose a tax of $50 upon all unmarried dered him he will respond to the de
When the amendment was put to a vote, it stars of which are Wm. Milliken and Miss
men over 30 years of age, unless they
mands of his party and will make a was lost. Then Mr. Bogardus’ motion was Jeannette Lewis, both high class artists
can make oath that they have tried to
put and declared lost and the tax levy Good sized crowds have been going out all
canvass that will he clean, aggressive schedule went through as reported.
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. ,W. Corner Public
marry and failed.
week to witness the performances, which
. Square and Main St.
and victorious.
Mr. Coe reported that the catch basioson are higly pleasing. Montana Charley, cow
It remained for a professional base
South Main street had been repaired as or boy, ex-horse thief end desperado, gives an
dared.
ball player to secure from Grover Cleve
exhibition of trick riding every afternoon
Free Coinage Will Win.
Mr. Collins stated that the Council had at three o’clock.
land the admlesion that he was not
In language so plain as to admit of no assurances from the Electric Light Compa
candidate for a third term and that he
was tired ol the cares and worriment of possible doubt, the Democracy of Knox ny that a new contract could be made. He
A Close Call.
county have taken their stand alongside made a motion that the matter be referred
the Presidency.
Considerable excitement was created Mon
to
the
Light
Committee,
to
report
at
next
of the prevailing sentiment of the De
day, by the report that North bound B. AO
The Republican Congress is about to mocracy of the country in favor of the meeting. The motion was carried.
passenger, due here at 11:17 a. m., had
The
plat
of
the
Charles
Cooper
addition
adjourn without changing a line of the free coinage of silver—the placing of
struck and killed a man at the deep cut
Wilson law. An attempt was made to the white metal in the position it occu to the city of Mt. Vernon was presented and North of town. Investigation proved that
referred to the Street Committee.
do so, but only a part of the Republi pied prior to its demonetization in 1873.
The cemetery Trustees reported a balance Frank Sharp, while in a drunken condi
cans voted for it. And yet McKinley
Saturday’s convention no doubt ex on hand of $212.50, and asked for a levy of tion, had fallen asleep on the tracks, end
wants to make a campaign on the tariff pressed the practically unanimous views one fourth mill to make necessary repairs the tiain stopped while he was removed
question.
of the Democracy of Knox county on and pay for recent improvements. Upon from the traoks.
the important question which is now motion of Mr. McFeely, the report was re
A favorite Democratic combination
Low Rate Excursions South.
attracting the attention of the whole ferred to the Park Committee.
Mr. Welsh made a motion that Council
for the Presidential handicap is Boies, of country, and which is bound to be the
On the first and third Tuesday of each
AND
Iowa, and Matthews, of Indiana. They one great issue in the coming Presiden under authority of Section 2824, Revised month till October about half-rates for
Statutes,
demand
of
the
County
Gmmijare “all right” on the silver question tial election.
round trip will be made to points in the
■ionera one-half of the bridge fund levy for
and would make the race exceedingly
The Democracy of Knox county have 1896. The matter was referred to the City South by the Louisville <t Nashville rail
road. Ask your ticket agent about it, and
interesting for the high-protection gold- not only unequivocally and courageous Solicitor end Finance Committee.
if he cannot sell you excursion tickets
bug McKinleyites.
Mr.
Larimore
offered
a
resolution
trans
ly announced just where they etand>
write to C. P. Atmore, General Passenger
ferring $776 22 from the condemnation to
For one of the most prosperous years but they are right in the position taken. the general fund, which, upon motion of Agent, Louisville, Ky , or Jackson Smith
D. P. A., Cincinnati, O., J. K. Ridgely,
of the McKinley period the proportion It is another contest of the classes Mr. Thayer, was tabled.
against
the
masses,
and,
ai
is
always
the
W. P. A , Chicago, III., Geo. B. Horner, D
of our exports of manufactures was only
Mr. Ransom’s resolution, authorizing the
case under such circumstances, there is Finance Committee to borrow $1,200 for the P. A., St Louie, Mo.
15 per cent, ot the total exports. In
no doubt on which side the Democracy general fund in anticipation of the general
the calendar year 1895 we exported $46,— The business and profeaeional men
000.000 more of manufactures than we is to be found—always for the interests levy, was declared out of order.
After authorizing the removal of tile on the city played an amusing game of ball
did in the “crack” year of the McKin of the people.
The declaration of the resolution, Front street, Council adjourned for four the Park, Thursday afternoon. Dr. Blair
ley law, about which there has been so
and Fred French did the battery work for
which was adopted with such hearty weeks.
much boasting.—Pittsburg Poet.
the professionals The business men rang
unanimity in Saturday’s convention,
in a lot of youngsters for substitutes and
VIT. VERNON TEACHERS.
Mr. Thomas C. Platt is entirely cor has the right ring, and will have a re
they proved themselves too nimble for the
rect when he says that Representative sponsive endorsement* from the Demo List of Those Who Will Teach the •'professors.’’ The score was 10 to 9.
-n-------- oDingley and Senator Aldrich wrote crats in every section ot Knox county.
Young Idea.
— The Pugh Videttes, accompanied by
A resolution of similar import to that
more than did Mr. McKinley into the
The Board of Education met in the
Catalogue Free on Request
the Pugh Vidette Band, came over to Lake
adopted
Saturday
will
be
the
declara

Clerk’s office Wednesday evening of iast
Tariff act of 1890. But the trusts and
Hiawatha Park on a special train Friday
ts
monopolies wrote more into this act tion of the Democracy of Ohio when week and selected the following corps of evening. Five coach loads of excursionists
than did Aldrich, Dingley and McKin they meet in State Convention, two tsacbers;
from the Capital City came with them
Superintendsnt, Lewis D- Bonebrake They were met at the depot upon their ar
ley all combined. The trusts and mo- weeks hence, and later on by the Na
$1,650; house, $100.
rival here by electric cars and conveyed
noplies purchased the right to dictate the tional Convention at Chicago.
High school—Principal, John K. Baxter,
tariff of 1890 by their contributions to
At the National Convention the West $1,400 per annum; first assistant, Mary E the Park where a royal entertainment was
the Republican campaign fund of 1888; and South will be practicaDy unanimous Seymour, $800 per annum; commercial given them. The Videttes gave an exhibi
and they are about to purchase a re for free coinage. Out of the 904 dele work, C. B. Bowerman, $700 per annum tion drill which highly entertained the vast
“ ;♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ fo*audience present. This was followed by an
newal of the same right in the campaign gates who will compose the convention assistants, Edith M. Twiss and Georgietta open air concert by the band. The Park
not one-third will he against the remon Fisher, $55 each per month.
of 1896.
was illuminated throughout the entire even
Grammar schools—Central building: A
etization of silver. While it will take
ing by fireworks. It is expected that this
Grammar,
Kate
B.
Fordney.
$50;
Anna
R
A physician living in Harrison coun a two-thirds vote to nominate the
organization will camp at the Park during
. . . AND . . .
ty wrote an attorney at Columbus ask Presidential ticket, only a majority vote Barr, $50. B Grammar, Louie Hanna, $45; the summer.
ing whether a physician could prescribe is required to adopt the platform, so Florence Purdum, $40. C Grammar, Car
In
order
to
get
it have made prices
rie McMillen, $40; Clara J. McKay, $40. D
whisky to his patients and sell it to that it is a foregone conclusion that the Grammar, Third ward, 8tella Pitkin, $37.50;
that will interest you:
them without laying himself liable platform will be broad and explicit in Fourth ward, Bertha Brown, $40; Fifth
AX ORUIXAXCE
under the local option law, which pre the declaration for free coinage.
ward, Priscilla Banning, $35.
Good business suits.................................... $3 50 and $3.75
vails in that county. He said he had
Primary schools—A Primary, Fifth ward.
With an unequivocal silver declara
All wool cassimere suits.............................................. 6.00
To Levy Taxes for the Year 1896.
Black clay worsted, all wool, new sack....................... 8.50
located there to make money, and tion by the Democratic party,and a gold Nellie Farrieou, $40 per month. A end B,
ECTION 1. Beit ordained by the City
Black clay worsted, all wool, long frock.................... 8.50
wanted to make all he could. The at or straddle platform by the Republi First ward, Fannie Bricker, $32.50; Second
Couocil of the city of Mount Vernon.
G. A. R., all wool, two set buttons........................... . 8 50
Ohio, That for the municipal purposes of
torney advised him to go ahead. If the cans, the Democracy are sure to sweep ward, Fanuie F- Thrallkill, $40; Third
Boys’ mits, nice goods................................................ 3.50
ward, Gertrude C. Hall, $37.50; Fourth the city of Mount Vernon, Ohio, for the
judgment of this attorney is sound, the country. The West and the South
1896, the following taxes he levied
Children’s suits. f»ood thing........................................ 1 25
ward, Minnie R. Graff, $35. B and C, year
prohibition in local option districts will will unite and earn- the day for the Fifth ward, Anna Letts, $32.50. C, Third upon each dollar of valuation of taxable
Men’s overalls, with or without bib, make and fit
property, real and personal, in said corpora
guaranteed..................................................................39
be a dead letter in Ohio. Doctors can Democratic ticket.
ward, Stella We’.shymer, $35; Fourth ward, tion, vis:
Men’s unlaundried white shirts, regular 50cgrade... .35
General
fund
..................................
1
3-8
mill
conduct their own gin mills without
The sentiment for the restoration of Alice Curtis, $40. C and D, and principal,
Full regular eeamlees cotton sock.............................. .05
Police fund...................................... 6-8 mill
paying the Dow tax.
silver to the rights accorded it prior to First ward, Lois Bishop, $42.50; Second Fire fund........................ ...............I 4-8 mill
Our line of Bicycle Goods is the best
1873, is rapidly growing until it has as ward, Emma Cole, $42-50. D and principal, Fublic Library fund.................... .. 3-8 mill
One thing in particular which Field sumed the proportions of a tidal wave Third ward, Jessie Bryant, $45; Fourth Saniiary fund................................... 2-8 mill
fund...................................... 3-8 mill
in the city.
—
Marshal Yamsgata finds to admire in Just take the result of the recent elec ward, Kate F. Benedict, $45; Fifth ward, Street
Condemnation fund...................... 2-8 mill
Mary
Devoe,
$45.
Street Paving fund........................ 6-8 mill
the United States is that this country tion in Oregon as an illustration of
Janitors — Central
building,
Albert Deficiency fund............................... 5-8 mill
has no great standing army; that it what is in the air. As is well known,
Light fund........................................ 2 3-4 mill
doesn’t need one, and never shall. This Oregon has been a solidly Republican While, $500 per annum. Charles Tier,
special.
One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher.
truant officer and janitor of the Fourth Water Works Sinking
and Interest fund,
distinguished soldier is also a statesman. State. Two years ago the two Republi ward building, $40 |>«r month.
two mills and three eights of a mill
He has the discernment to understand can candidates for Congress were elected
Natural Gas 8iuking and Interest fund, on*>
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
half of one mill
that a nation so favorably circumstanced by pluralities of 9,664 and 8,162. This
K M. A. FIELD DAY.
Water Works Improvement and Extension
as not to be obliged to waste its sub year, on an issue of free coinage of sil
fund, three-eighttis of one mill.
Sec. 2. That the Clerk of said city shall
stance in keeping ready to defend itself ver, one of the Republican candidates Record of the Several Events Par
ticipated In.
cause a copy of this ordinance to be certified
against the depredations of its neigh for Congress was defeated, and on the
Kenyon Military Academy held their an to the County Auditor of Knox county.
bors is above all other of the Great other the vote is so close that the official
Ohio, and that said levy may be placed on
nual Field Dsy June 3. The contests all
tax list and collected as provided by
You all want fruit next winter. We
Powers bleaeed. His achievements in count will be required to determine the took place on Keuyon Field and were wit the
law.
keep all the articles needed for the
the art of war have not blinded him to result. Here is a Republican plurality nessed by a large crowd of interested specta
Sec 3- This ordinance shall take affect
THEATER OPEN ALL WEEK.
purpose of spraying your fruit trees, viz:
the superior beneficence of that condi on Congressmen in 1894 of 17,000 re tors. Following is the names of the win and be in force from and after its pass<ge
And that is
and due publication.
tion which enables a great people to placed by a defeat, and in a Presidential ners of the several events:
Afternoon and Evening—3 p. m. and Paris Green, London Purple, White
Passed June8th, 1896.
The above are only a few
W. P. BOGARDUS.
Running hop, step and jump, Hayner;
bend all their energies to the cultivation year, too. The sentiment which wrought
----- ----------8 p. m.
Hellebore, Blue Vitrol, &c.
P. B. Chase,
President.
samples
of the
diatance,
36
65
feet.
of the arts of peace.
this mighty change in Oregon is not
City Clerk.
The line of Men’s Women'll and
Standing high jump, Rice; distance, 4 ft.
Protect your rose hushes, also your
Says the Akron Democrat: Ohio local. It is not confined to a few states 2 in.
And
all
the
evils
that
How
from
that
Children's Shoes for Spring wear in all
MISS JEANNETTE LEWIS current, gooeberry, raspberry and black-;
should send a solid delegation to the —it is pervading the whole country.
Putting shot, 16 lb , Cooper; distance, 33
condition. The remedy is
The
people
have
arisen
in
their
berry
bushes,
and
grape
vines
with
a
ft. 6 in.
Chicago Convention favorable to the
Is sure to please you with her
the newest and most stylish toes and
liberal spraying of a solution of White
Hurdle race, 120 yards, Leland; time, 17
nomination of the Hon. James E. wrath and taken the matter in their
songs
and
dances.
NOTICE
TO
CONTRACTORS.
Hellebore.
shades, and at prices that are lower
Campbell for President. He is the best own hands. They are for the restora and two-fifths seconds.
Sack race, Higbee.
EALED proposals will be received by
campaigner in America; is one of the tion of silver. It is the controlling
The festive Potato Bug is here early
than the lowest. Call and see for your
Throwing hammer, 16 lb , Cooper; dis
the Clerk of the Board of Education of
truest friends and bravest of Democrats; question of the day; it will be the only
William Millikan’s
and
in
all
his
glory.
“
Knock
’
em
College
Township,
in
Knox
County,
Ohio,
tance,
76
ft.
4
in.
That
have
been
made,
and
self.
and possesses a personal magnetism issue of the campaign, audit u-ill win !
twelve o’clock, noon, on the 1st day of
silly.” We keep the pure, unadulter
It is not a patent medicine, but one
Three legged race, Phillips and Peterson. until
July, 1896, for putting in a furnace in the it is to your interest to call Fun making will do your health more
that attracts to him all who come in
A full line of Trunks and Valises.
ated Paris Green, to make ’em sick.
Pule vanlt, Swezey; distance, 7 ft. 10 in.
Gambier High School.
good than a whole drug store.
that has been successfully used for the
contact with him. He is for his party
The big river and harbor steal was
Each bid must contain the plans and early, as at such prices the
Standing broad jump, King; distance, 9
KILLIN’E we have for bedbugs and relief of weakness of the bowels and
specifications of the contractor himself and goods are bound to go.
first, last and all the time. He has faith vetoed by President Cleveland, but both ft. 3 in.
MONTANACHARLEY roaches, ants, Ac.
— M—
must include all incidental expenses. It
connected troubles for over ten years.
Running high jump, King; distance, 4 ft. must also contain the name of every per
in the ability of the party to correct all branches of Congress promptly passed
The Western outlaw, cowboy, ex Give us a call.
son interested in the same, and be accom
political errors within the ranks of the the measure over his head. The Presi 10 io.
Compounded and sold only at the drug
panied by a sufficient guaranty of some
desperado and ex-horeethief, will give
Obstacle race, Wolf.
party. He never gives the enemy aid dent also set the stamp of his disapprov
disinterested
person,
that
if
the
bid
is
ac
a
lecture,
with
illustrations,
each
even

store of
Running broad jump, Hayner; distance,
or comfort under any circumstances. al on the deficiency bill, and, strange to
cepted, a contract will be entered into and
ing, and every day at 3 n. m. will give
17 ft. 2 in.
the performance of it properly secured.
He is always for Democracy and against say, he was almost unanimously stuexhibitions on the track i f broncho,
One mile dash, Browr time, 6 min. 23
The Board reserves the right to reject anj’
cowboy and cossack riding, lassoing,
The Delineator of Fashions
Republicanism, and when he has favors tained by the Senate. The present sec.
or all bids.
MAIN STRET, NEAR GAMBIER.
vaulting, Ac.
No. 20 N. Main Street.
By Older of the Board of Education.
to dispense they are given every time to body seems determined to sustain the
Running high kick, King; distance, 7 ft
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ «
No charge for admission to Theater.
H. C. Jacobs, Clerk.
Democrats.
relation of a “billion dollar Congress.” 11 in.
June9th, D96.
H. C. Parker, Manager. Admission at gate, 5 cents.
Mt. Vernon, O.
West Side Public Spnare, Nt. Vinsn, Ohio
No. 3 South Main St.
Kirk block.
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In Fine Wash Fabrics,
Shirt Waist Patterns,
Dress Patterns and
Ready Made Shirt Waists,

Sarsaparilla
Has Cured
Others

And Will Cure You.

AmALJKEETIM.

Also a great drive in Lace Curtains.
Don’t fail to see these bargains.

|

I

JSriXZOKT &C, CO.,

HOT WEATHER

Agtmfc- STANDARD PATTERNS

N

BARGAINS!

Democratic Common Pleas Jndicial
contention.

We are taking advantage of the
present Hard Times to Secure

The
Circus
Has
Come
And
Gone

HANDSOME CLOCKS FREE.

lit Tiers Is

STADLER,

A
Big
Show
In Lots for Sale
Mt. in
Vernon

And it is worth any
person’s time coming
many miles to see.
We refet to the

at Vamiatta’s

And when we say
BARGAIN COUNTERS, it is not a mis
nomer, as we are of
fering footwear at
such low prices
were never heard of
before in Mt. Vernon.

S

Park
Riverside
Additions

to Mt. Vernon,
• • • • • Ohio.

SPECI1L llUfS OF DFSIB1BK
SFiSOKIOLF GOODS,

Of which we are giving our cus
tomers the benefit. In every
department of our house are to
be found
*■

BiRGlINS WHICH C1HH0T
OF DOPFICIIFD.

TRADE GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT
ATTENTION.

S. fflOALT

Agw STANDARD PATTERNS

ONLI 51
YET TO BE SOED.

BJ^“Apply promptly, unless called upon
Children’s
Shoes
and Slippers, 15 to 25 by the Citizens’ Committee, to
cents.
S. H. PETERMAN,
Ladies’ Kid Button
IT. D. CRITCHFIELD,
Shoes, reduced from
or HOWARD HARPER.
$4 to $1.
Men’s Calf Boots,
reduced from $3.50
to $1.
Boys’ Calf Boots,
reduced from $2.50
to 50 cents.
Boys’ Low Shoes,
reduced from $1.50
to 25 cents.
Ladies’ slippers, 15
cents.
LAKE HIAWATHA PARK. STOP AND THINK.
Infants’ Shoes, 5
to 10 cents.

WE WANT YOUR TRADE

ubE

Sweeping Reductions

It h a hi n i it Tonic.

S'

VANNATTA'S

mTHEY ARE
BEAUTIES
CONSTIPATION,

SCRIBNER & CO.,

SILAS PARR

ED. DEVER,

Mil

All

THE SOCIAL SWIM.

1010.

Verbiage Ila*
Eliminated,

Been

And Only the Newt Feat
ure Retained.
A Young Girl

Attempts to Commit

Suicide Sunday—James Lemley Ar
rested

in

Liberty Township

For

Forgery - Scarlet Fever Epidemic at
Fredericktown.

Mrs. L. B. Houck is visiting her parents
in Bladensburg.
Mr F. F. Mykrautz, of Ashland, is visit
ing friends here.
Miss Stella Wold* is visiting Miss Bertha
Baker, of Gambier.
Mr. J. B. Beardalee, of New York, ar
rived in the city Saturday for a visit.
Dr. Peiauo Ames and wife returned to
their home in Baltimore Md., Thursday.
Mrs R. B. McCreary and daughter, Miss
Maud, are the guests of St- Louis relatives.
Mrs Rebecca Aker has gone for a two
raonths's visit with relatives in I.a Harpe,
III.
Miss Maud Hunter, of Chicago, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs- A- Cassil, E. High
street.
Mr Chris Weaver has returned from an
extended visit with bis brother, at Pittaburg.
Mr. Harry Whitcher. of Detroit, was
mingling with his Mt Vernon friends this
week.
Mr. Harry H- Walter, of Naw York City
was here over Sunday visiting his wife and
children.
Cashier Fred. D Sturges, of the First
National, made a fiy.iag visit to Chicago
this week
Miss Lida McGrew, of Mansfield, is visit
ing her sister, Miss McGrew, in the Lari
more flats.
Miss Addie Arnold, of North Main street,
returned Monday from a visit with friends
at Delaware.
Mrs. X L Otis, of Chicago, is in the city*
the guest of her parents, Hon. and Mrs.
Chas. Cooper.
Mr. W. H. Bullard, of Buffalo. N. Y-, is
visiting at the lesidence ot Mr. William
Styers, S. Norton street.
Mrs. Blanch Montgomery has returned to
her home iu this city after a delightful visit
with relatives in McConnelsville.
Mr. Wm- A. Campbell, of Traverse Citv,
Mich , is visiting his brother, L. R.
Campbell, East Lamartine street.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Millard are expect
ed to arrive in a few days for a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Sturges, of East Gambier
street.
Miss Dollie Cooper, of Ea9t Gambier
street, returned home Monday from Dela
ware, where she had an enjoyable visit with
friends.
Rev. John D. Musson, of Iowa, formerly
pastor of the Vine street Christian church,
has been the guest of friends in the city the
past week.
Hon. J. D- Jones, of Newark, candidate
for Democratic nom ination for Common
Pleas Judge in thia district, was io the city
Monday.
Prof. David Braddock, of Newburgh, N.
Y , accompanied by hie brother. Sellers, is
expected to arrive home Saturday, for the
summer vacation.
Misa Winne Parr and Miss Jessie Wright,
teachers in the M E. Sunday School, took
their classes to the Park Thursday evening,
for a picnic and onting.
Prof. J. S. Hawkins left for Pittsbnrg,
Monday evening, to attend the National
Association of Dancing Masters. He is ex
pected to return Friday.
Mrs. J. A. Duerting and son. Master
Ralph, of Cleveland, are the guests of Mrs
Duerritig’s imrents, Mr. and Mrs- J. M
8tyers, of East Gambier streetDr and Mrs A. Parsons,of Brink Haven,
left for West Point, N. Y.. Monday Their
sou. Lanning Parsons, graduated from the
U- 8- M. A at that place, Wednesday.
Hon. B. L. McElroy, accompanied by his
wife, left Wednesday for St. Louis to attend
the Republican National Convention, of
hich he will he one of the assistant ser
geants •t-arms.
The Kokosing Club gave the second of
their series of dances at Lake Hiawatha
Park, Wednesday evening at last week. It
was a moat delightful affair throughout,
twenty-one couple being present. Mr. Hairy
Perk ins, of Columbus, was the guest of the
club.

FOR FHFE SILVER.
The Democracy of Knox
Kpeak Right Out.
Declaration That Voice*
the Party’* View*,
And Which is Bound to Be a Winner

In the Coming

Campaign — Dele

gates and Alternates Chosen to the
State, Congressional and the Two
Judicial Conventions.

baugh, Watson Timms, Headly Craft, W.
F. Jackson, J. W. Perkins, C. A. Clutter,
II H. Young, W. B- Ship’ey, F. W. Severns, Frank Moore. J J. Fultz, David Tut
tle, Thomas Stanton.
The committee appointed to select State
and Congreieional delegates, consisted of
the following: Dr. Welxer, W. C. Hum
phrey, George Butler, Charles Kingsbury,
F. T. Mercer, LeGraud Britton, C. Swingle,
Jerome Bricker, L D- Levering, L. 8. Scott,
Frank Hardesty, M. M. LaFever, John
Rinehart. W-W. Walkey, J. M- Ulery,
James Smith, Robert Darling, Jerome
Rowley, Clark Irvine, W. A. Harris, John
P. Dettra, F. O. Lsvering, A P. Taylor.
The following committee was chosen to
select delegates to Judicial conventions: Cal
Myers, Wm. Loney, George Butler, A J.
Menu, M. H. Williams, P. A. Berty, Adam
Stltzlein, Thomat Doty. Grafton W illiams,
H. D. Moreland, William Henwood, J. A.
Hayes, John Kinehirt, W. W. Walkey, J.
H. Bone, Harrison Ferris, Robert Miller, J.
J. Kelly, John Boyle,S R. Gattshall, J. D.
Smoots, lames Rogers.
When the committees were ready to re
port, the chair announced that the order of
things would he reverse! and the committee
on resolutions would report last. J. J.
Kelly, for the committee to select Judicial
delegates, reported the following delegates:

I DISPIMTI BURGUB
Resists Arrest ut the
A. A C. Depot

C»,

Naturduy Sight au«l Shoot*
Two Men.
Officer Charles

ceives

Ijauderbaugh

a Bullet

Wound

in

Re-

the

Groin—Charles Davis, a Bystander,
Shot in the I*eg—Finally Landed in

Jail—Special Grand Jury Drawn.

but was afterwards released.
The south bound train Sunday noon
brought Officer Leisy, of Millersburg, and
C. D. Miller, clerk in Beck's store at Beck's
Mills. They immediately identified the
burglar. A broken drill found in the kit of
tools exactly fits on to a piece of drill which
was taken from the safe in Beck’s store,
•Iter it had been blown. While these
gentlemen were here, another search was
tuade of the prisoner and a note found,
which he had written sii.ee being arrested.
It was written on a piece of scrap paper, in
a scrawling hand, and addressed to F. A.
Gould, care Oak Restaurant, Lima, Ohio.
It read: • Send Bleckie W or some one who
is right- I have coin fqr expenses. Say for
Blackie to ask for man on charge of shoct*
ing No more clu», as I have given noneMt. Vernon." They also found a Pennsyl
vania mileage book, containing 146 miles,
No. 81,362, issued to J. Kemp, April 10,
1896. When it was last transferred it con
tained 278 miles, showing that he had used
132 miles. A small leather card case was
discovered in his coat pocket, containing a
two dollar bill, a pair of link cuff buttons
and six Toledo street car tickets.
1
Mayor Hurt had set the hour for the
bearing at ten o'clock, Monday, but owing
to the delay in arranging for a photograph,
it was almost eleven by the time be was
brought in. A hole had been bored in the
wall of an adjacent room, large enough to
admit the lens of a photographic camera.
The prisoner was then seated in a chair
directly within the path of the lens, and
his picture taken without him suspecting it.
Only two wituesses were examined, Offi
cers Plummer and Woolison, and npon
their evidence be was bound over to Court
in the sum of $5,000. As he sat in the
Mayor's office during the examination, not
a twitch betrayed any inward struggle. He
is about 5 feet 9 inches high, weighing
perhaps 165 pounds. He has a fair com
plexion, with brown wavy hair and steel
gray eyts. His left optic was black and
swollen from the effects of the clubbing be
had received.
During the progress of the examination,
Marshal Bell received the following tele
gram from U. S. Marshal Smalley, at
Cleveland: “Have wired U- 8. Marshal at
Cincinnati of P. O. robbery. Will you
deliver him upon demand?"
Marshal Bell replied that the man would
be held here and tried first on the charge of
shooting with intent to kill.
A special grand jury was drawn Wednes
day, by Clerk Culbertson and Sheriff Sapp,
and ordered to report Monday to investigate
the charge against Ray. The jurors drawn
were C. C. Buckingham, Morgan; A. B.
Tarr, 8ixtb ward; Christopher Baughman,
Miller; Abram Stokes, Sixth ward; George
Bennett, Second ward; 8. D. Roberts, First
ward; A. L. Banbury, Union; Thomas
Hall, Pleasant; T. H. Trimble, Fourth
ward; John Guy, Third ward; Steven An
derson, Howard; J. W. Lewis, Clinton; T.
R. Head, College; J. C. Scott, Fifth ward;
Tell Patterson, Monroe.

lot 5 in H. B. Curtis addition, $950.
Thomas H. Watkins to L H. Lewis, part
lot 4 in H. B. Curtis addition, $300.
Charles S. Sapp, Sheriff, to Chris Cox, 122
in Pleasant, $2,410.
For the Killing of David acres
"Wm. C. Ed mis ton to Alex C. Scott, 80 Slone luiuge of a Famous
O. Sharpe, On April 2S.
acres in Jackson, $1,560.
Indian Cliief
Allen Frost to W. H. Shaffer, 11 acres in
Hilliar, $1.
(’ha*. IInr*t A<*«|uitted of Rachel Landis to Louisa J. Phillips, part Which Had lleen C’ul In
lot 326 in Hamilton's addition, $775Selling Di*ea*ed Meat.
Hock Facing Mohican,
Robert H. Babout to Susie R. Peterman
28 acres in Butler, $700.
Wm. Dnrbin Brings Suit For Dama
Charles S Sapp, Sheriff, to Andrew Loet in the River, Rut Lately Recov
ges Against C„ A. A- C. Railroad- Toothraan, 40 acres iu Jackson, $407.
ered By Isaac L. Workman, and
Wm M. Koons to Mary J. Lybarger, lot
Sentences Passed on
Bartlett,
Presented to James Rogers, of Tills
13 io Koons' addition, $1,200.
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Shrimplin and Heskett—News From

City—Complete History of the Pe

the Probate Court.

MARRIAGE L1CEN8E8-

culiar Image.

Charlas McKown and Sadie C- Hess.
Fred Wolfe and Bessie PesanoH. A. Evans and Cora V. Bryant.

While attempting to arrest a desperate
$250 DAMAGES.
THE VOICE OF KN»X COUNTY 8 DEMOCRACY.
There is now on exhibition in tbe Hane— Retail price: Butter. 121; eggs, 121burglar at the C., A. & C. depot, Saturday
Wm. E. Durbin, a farmer residing two
Re it resolved by fhe Democracy of Knox
gan grocery on W. Vine street, a curious
— Prof. Hawkins has organized a summer
midnight, Officer Lauderbaugh, of the
miles North of Howard, has brought suit
County, Ohio, in convention assembled, that we
and rare old relic, the property of Mr. James
dancing class at the Park
He expects
GREYS WERE DEFEATED
local police force, and Charles Davis, a by
against the C., A. & C. railroad for $250
are
in
favor
of
the
free
and
unlimited
coinage
Rogers. The relic iteelf is nothing more
soon to organize a juvenile dancing class.
stander, were shot, and seriously, though
damages. He alleges that by failure of said
of silver and gold at fhe ratio of 1G to 1. inde
But It Took the Gambler Laris 11 than a atone image of a i>owerfal Indian
— A scarlet fever epidemic is raging in
Dot fatally, injured. The affair is almost a
company to maintain a proper fence along
pendent of the action or pleasure of any other
chief, who was at one time monarch of the
Fiedericktown. Over twenty cases are said
Innings to Do It.
parallel to the famous Blinky Morgan esca
their tracks running throagh his farm, one
country or nation, and we hereby instruct the
regions threaded by the Ixautiful Mohican,
to have been reported in the village.
pade, at Ravenna, several years ago, though
gray horse and one brown mare strayed on to
The Grey met (heir first defeat at the hands or white woman, river. Viewed from a
delegates to be chosen this day to represent us
— The second game of the season be
not so disastrous.
the tracks and were killed,December 23,1895. of tbe Gambier team,on Kenyon’s grounds point of modern sculpture, it is a crude
in the state and congressional conventions to
tween the business and professional men
The events, which found such an almost
last Thursday. It took eleven innings to affair, but ia nevertheless valuable alone for
urge and vote as a unit for the passage of this
HURST ACQUITTED.
will take place Friday afternoon of this
tragic culmination here Saturday night,
decide the gams and as tliairopponents were tLe history at,d romance that surrounds it.
resolution and to endeavor to have the same
The trial of Charles Hurst, indicted last strengthened with four of Kenyon's team,
week.
began to develop in Holmes county several
incorporated in the platforms adopted by said
The irruge was presented to Mr. Rogers
fall for selling unwholesome meat, came off none of the Greys, unless it was their first
DELEGATES TO CIRCUIT JUDICIAL CONVENTION
weeks
ago.
About
that
time,
two
well
conventions
— Burglars attempted to gain entrance to
by Isaac L. Workman, who recovered it,
ALTERNATES.
in
the
Common
Pleas
Court
Monday.
The
DELEGATES.
appearing individuals, about twenty-five
baseman, felt down hearted.
the residence of Judge Weight, Sunday
through bis son, about four years ago. He
W A Harris
L B Houck
case was given to the jury about three
years of age, put in an appearance at Beck's
The game was marked with fast, snappy carefully preserved it and presented it Io its
The Democratic County Convention, last Frank Moote
C J Updike
night, but were frightened away during the
o
’
clock
and
a
verdict
of
acquittal
was
F O Levering
Mills, a country village on the Dresden
Clark Irvine
playing and moat oi the Greya’ errors were present owner. Last week Mr. Workman
Saturday, was a hummer.
attempt.
rendered shortly after.
J J Kelly
branch of the C., A. & C. They worked
hard, except Sites, for it was sorely his day came to this city, and as usual, called to
It was a large gathering, and there was no J K Haiden
— The 3-year-old son of George McNabb,
L B Ackerman
O M Rice
the unsophisticated bumpkins thereabouts
off, though he did partly redeem himsalf by see his old friend, Mr. Rogers- He had
time that the proceedings were not full of John Adams
DAMAGE SUIT.
John McCarron
of Howard, fell from a chicken coop, Fri
tq a queen’s taste. One of their schemes
intense interest and great enthusiasm .
Mary A. Gest, of Fredericktown, snes the a nice two bagger.
DELEGATE3 TO COMMON PLEAS CONVENTION.
spent considerable time in collecting a state
day, causing a fracture of the left arm, near
was to sell country merchants, blacksmiths,
Marsh pitched bis first game for the Greys ment of tbe facts concerning its history,
It is generally the cise that at a conven
B. & O. R. R. Co., for damages in tbe sum
ALTERNATES.
DELEGATES.
the wrist.
and in fact any one who chose to buy, a bill
Henry Keigley
tion to select delegatee only a few of the John Adams
of $1,169 80. She alleges that apatks from a and surprised everyone with hie twirling, and desiring to have them incorporated for
— The Banner has a few copies of Vol. 12
John Myers
of goods at a low figure, exacting a small
faithful are present,but 1 st Saturday it was Columbus Ewalt
locomotive, on May 21, 1895, set fire to her but seven hits being made off his delivery. future reference, in company with several
of the Ohio Roster, which will be given to
Thomas B Shipley
Gotshall
payment iu advance oti the contract. One
different. Only two or three townships 8L R
barn, buggy shed aud corn crib, burning Notwithstanding the yelling of the crowd, gentlemen, proceeded to a stenographer,
J
M
Armstrong
B
Houck
ex-soldiers, who may call for them, as long
day they sauntered into the postoffice and
he remained perfectly calm, capturing a where the following statement was made
were not represented on the floor of the W L But ten field
them and their contents.
Robert Darling
as fhe supply lasts.
C M Barber
general store of David Beck, and attempted
K Haiden
high fly in an important stage of tbe game and signed by himconvention, and the crowd present filled
SENTENCED.
J U Sheffer
Clerk Irvine
— Monthly stock sales will hereaf er be
to sell him a bill of whips, but having a
that would have deceivad almost any pitebtr.
the court room.
stone is a correct likeness or image
D F Green
L Debolt
On Friday morning Judge Weight passed Young, who pitched for Kenyon, put up a of‘‘“This
held in Centerburg on the third Wednesday
large stock on hand, Mr. Beck refused to
Another significant fact is that almost LeGrand Britton
Tam Big-Foot," a celebrated chief of
James Sellers
sentence
upon
Harry
Bartlett,
George
of each month. The first sale occurs Wed
buy. After exchanging regrets at being
good game in the box for Gambier, letting tbe Wyandotte tribe of Indians, who early
without exception the primaries the day Hugh Neal
Isaac Marker
Shrimplin and Wm. Heskett. Bartlett got only one man walk to first.
inhabited tbe Eastern part of Knox county.
nesday, Tune 17, 1896.
unable to effect a sale,' one of the fellows
before were more largely attended than for Joseph T Blubaugh Headley Craft
My grandfather, Abram Workman, who, in
George Rumuiel
one year for burglarizing Stump’s barber
Dr Welker
stepped up to a clerk earned Miller and
Ray Hamilton of the Greys played a bril the year 1785, settled in 'the North-western
— Elsewhere in these columns will he
several years.
W F Jackson
C Levering
ehop,
8brimplin
was
given
eighteen
mouths
purchased fifteen cents' worth of cigars,
liant game at second and batted fairly, as part of Coshocton county was personally
found a notice from the Mayor, warning
That such great interest should be shown Robert Miller
John Boggs
for burglarizing a neighbor's house, and did also F- McMahon, who held down that acquainted with Chief “Tam-Big-Foot’’ and
tendering in payment a twenty dollar bill.
Wm Boyd
the citizens concerning the destruction of
A Young
in connection with a convention to select
they were companions on many bunting
Heskett drew eighteen months for shooting place for Gambier.
W A Wander
Bone
The clerk took the bill and retired to the
certain obnoxious weeds.
delegates proves that the Democrats of Old
expeditions in those early days. Aboat the
John Boyle
Frank Moore
David Allen. They were taken to Colum
Harry
Chas*
did
well
with
the
stick,
al

rear
of
the
room
to
where
the
safe
was
Koox
are
in
line
for
the
fight
that
is
to
be
year 1790. while Big Foot and his tribe, to
— During the electrical storm Sunday
Wm Lonev
F O levering
bus Friday noon by Sheriff Sapp.
though he made no long hits, as is general'y gether with a party of French-Canadian
located, and started to make the change.
made in the approaching campaign for the ' J Kelly
James Smith
night, lightning struck Kenyon college
Peter Parker
expected of him,and had three passed balls, traders and trappers, were encamped about
The fellow followed and noticed him take
rehabilitation of silver, and desired that W A Silcott
M'MANN ON TRIAL.
building, tearing loose a portion of the roof,
S Butcher
as did also Sapp, the back stop of Gambier. one mile North of the present site of Brink
from the safe a drawer filled with small
(heir voice should be heard in the matter Dennis Quaid
The
trial
of
Norman
McMann,
indicted
but doing no great damage.
Haven. Ohio, tbe Indians and their French
W D Banning
B R Parker
But Chase's playing is excusable, as be was companions got into some trouble about the
bills,
kept
there
for
the
convenience
of
in
no
uncertain
tone.
And
it
was
heard,
for
manslaughter,
for
shooting
Devid
Oscar
J H Mi Hess
E W Tallow
— W. B. Weaver, who was arrestel Fri
hit
over
the
heart
in
the
early
part
of
the
patrons
of
the
postoffice
desiring
to
send
division
of some furs.bidts,etc The French
Wm
Henwood
too. A resolution, as plain as daylight, C,i"ton M Rice
Sharpe, April 28, from the effects of which
day night for violating the saloon closing
becoming uneasy for fear of robbery by the
John Cochran
D 11 Moreland
game, which bothered him greatly.
mjnev by registered letter. After the
declaring
for
ihe
free
coinage
of
silver,
was
be
died
one
week
later,
was
begun
in
Com

ordinance, has had bis hearing postponed
Indians, hid a vast amount of their treasure
E A Wolfe
Lybarger
exchange had been almost completed, the
As two of tbe Greys could not play, Sil by
adopted without a single dissenting vote Jacob
mon Pleas Court Tuesday morning. The
hurrying it on tbe land now owned by
Worthington Shipley
until Lieutenant Lauderbaugh recovers.
J Mann
cott
and
Dana
Chase
played
in
the
field,
sharper
suddenly
discovered
a
quarter
Henry Shultz. In order to mark the place
and with a storm of enthusiasm that clearly
jury was taken out to view tbe scene of the
John Ponting
T Berry
— The proposed sale of the water works
of
the
hidden treasure, Tam-Big-Foot, who,
the
former
getting
a
hard
fly
after
a
long
which
he
handed
the
clerkThe
bill
Clarence Burris
shooting Monday evening, and the taking
demonstrated that the Democracy of Knox David McCollough
some reason had taken sides with the
improvement and extension bonds, will oc
S W Hyatt
was returned to him and he disappeared.
of testimony began on Tuesday. James run, while Dana, though much smaller for
are aroused to the importance of tLe live Mark Miller
French, had some members of his tribe
J C Hartsock
John White
cur on Monday, July 13, at the Clerk's
Afterwards, the clerk discovered that he
issue that is now before the American C M Rice
Johnston was the first witness examined than the rest, did good work with the batcat the exact image of his face in a large
W B Adams
office, between the hours of three and six
jimmy
Jones
held
tbe
indicator
and
his
was
short
a
five
dollar
bill.
rock facing the Mohican river. In the
A J Beach
and occupied tbe attention of the Court
people.
John Blocher
p. m.
courseof
time tbe current undermined tbe
Frank Hardesty
Saturday morning the store and postofflee
It was ten minutes past one when Col Jerome Rowley
nearly tbe entire day. The piosecition is decisions caused much favorable comment
rock, and it fell over and was hidden for
The list of delegates to the state and con was broken into and * the safe blown, the
— Second section of B. <t O. freight, No.
umbus Ewalt, Chairman of the County
assisted by W. L. Cary, the defepse being from the crowd.
many years, although it was common talk
After this aud tbe other games the Greys among the settlers that such a rock was in
96, broke in two on the grade north of
Committee, called the convention to order, gressional conventions was reported by F. burglars securing about twenty-five dollars
represented by F. V. Owen and F. O. Lever
in cash, several gold watches and a quan
town, Sunday morning, the two parts com
have played it proves them to be tLe strong tbe neighborhood somewhere. It was
stating that he had asked aot only that O. Levering, as follows:
ing.
DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION.
ing together with terrible force. 8everal
tity of rings and small jewelry. The
est team Mt. Vernon has been able to boast found by my son in tbe veer 1892. and was
sterling Democrat, but that sterling free
removed from the rock by me and present
PROBATE COURT NEW8.
ALTERNATES.
DELEGATES
burglars remained in hiding within a half
cars were derailed.
of for years, and should receive more en ed to James Rogers, Mt- Vernon, Ohio, who
silver Democrat, Hon. John K. Haiden, to
Wm
M
Harper
John
K
Haiden
Alex.
Love,
executor
of
Sophia
Love,
has
mile of the village all day Saturday, and
preside over the convention. This an
couragement as well as support from the still has it in his poseestion.
— About four hundred excursionists came
Jerome Rowley
Eli A Wolfe
filed hie second and final account.
“This is a true statement of the facts
in the evening started to walk to Millers
people. The following ia summary of tbe
nouncement was greeted with cheers and Norman Hunter
in Saturday evening from Chicago Junction.
G A Welker
Detectives Hummell and O’Neill, of Co
connected with the history of this relic as
H. L. Arnold. guard:an of Hattie Arnold, game:
burg, about ten miles away. They were lumbus, arrived in this city Tuesday morn
when Mr. Haiden ascended to the chair he Clark Irvine
George W Yauger
8helby and Mansfield, and spent the eve
related
to me by both my father end grand
James Win throw
W A Harris
seen and recognized as the men who did ing, to help identify the burglar now under has filed bis first partial account.
Greys.
AB R. IB. 8-U.P.O. A
was given an ovation.
ning at the Park. They returned at mid
father, who was personally acquainted with
W L Bottenfield
W A White
Agnes
S.
Davidson,
administrator
of
Benj
Chase.
H
c
........
5
0 115 2
the facts."
night on a special train.
Io thanking the convention for the hon DELEGATES TO CONGRESSIONAL CONVENTION. the fiimfiaming in the store the week prior. arrest here. They arrested hie partner in
lb............. 6 1
0 14
Isaac L. Workman, Barberton, Ohio.
Suspicion was immediately directed toward Columbus the evening before, who proved F. Hall, has filed her petition to Bell real Sites,
or of presiding over their deliberations, MrSevens,
3b
..........
5
— Lightning struck the residence of
ALTERNATES.
DELEGATES.
them as the guilty parties, and the village to be J. W. Powell, an expert crook and estate.
Hamilton, J., ss 5
Haiden stated that ii gave him considera G A Welker
Albin Moreland
Charles Davis Sunday night, completely
James McElroy, executor of Thomas Diehl, cf........... 5
The June crop report ofthe Ohio de
Marshal notified. He immediately wired safe blower. When searched a quantity of
LeGrand Britton
ble pleasure to again meet with an old time Wm Loney
demolishing the chimney. Mr. Davis is the
Harris, has filed his first and final occount. Hamilton, R ,2b 5
partment of agriculture shows wheat is in
‘
J
Flack
James
Smith
the
police
at
Millersburg
to
look
out
for
Democratic convention. It had been some
money
was
found,
together
with
some
same young man who was shot at the C .
Marsh
p
...........
5
John White
Charles Murray, administrator of Violet
John M Boggs
even poorer condition than a month ago.
them. About the time of the arrival of jewelry. They discovered a piece of a
time since be had attended a convention, Emanuel Shafer
Silcott If......... .. 5
A <t C. depot Saturday night.
John Snively
NoffsiDger, has filed his petition to sell Chase, D rf...... - 5
The
estimated average is now 49 per cent,
No.
28
in
that
city,
the
men
appeared
at
the
but
his
absence
was
due
to
force
of
circum

Jerome
Rowley
E M Young
small gold lady’s necklace, which tallies
— Commencement exercises of the Mt.
compared with 55 per cent, of an average
depot and purchased tickets for Mt. Vernon- exactly with a piece found on the fellow real estate.
Clinton Rice
0 McArtor
stances. He called attention to the interest
Vernon schools occur this morning at nine
Total......... 46 6 10 3 32* 20 10 crop in May, and that was lower than tbe
J P Dettra
J Updike
They were recognized by Officer Leisy, of here. They also found an I. O. O. F.
already aroused on the money question and C
COMMON PLEAS JOURNAL.
o’clock in Woodward Opera House, full
M H Williams
T B Shipley
Gambier.
A B. R- IB. 3.H.P.O. A. E April estimate. The present wheat pros
the
Millersburg
police,
who,
after
the
de

dwelt
upon
the
causes
leading
theretoIl
charm
bearing
the
initials
CR.
B.,
being
In
the
damage
suit
of
the
village
of
Gann
Jefferson Rinehart
John Cochran
Hollenbeck, lb10
preliminaries of which have been published
pect shows a decline of six points since the
parture of the train, telegraphed the police the same as were found on a purse here. against the T., W., V. <fc O. Railway, leave Wilson, 3b........
LeRoy
Scott
was
not
the
result
of
paid
emissaries,
but
a
James
Blubaugh
1
from time to time in the Banner.
May 1 estimate- This decline has been
Emerson
Grubb
Watson
Timms
of
this
city
to
arrest
the
parties
on
suspic

McMahon,
F
2b
6
spontaneous uprising of the people. He
has
been
given
defendant
to
file
answer
by
Monday
night
Marshal
Bell
received
a
tele

— M. C. Gibson, who was arrested by
Albert Hulse
Craft
McMahon, L. It
2
farthered by the ravages of the Hessian fly,
ion, stating that the brakeman would point gram from BeDj. Raitz, Chief of Police at June 13.
congratulated the convention upon the CHeadley
B Jackson
Wm Hawkins
McMahon, C ss
0
Warden Phillips, last week for unlawfully
BLESSED BE THE TIE.
which is reported from neatly every section
them out. The stories told by Officer Leisy Toledo, stating that the residence of C Rlarge number present and the interest dis Sheldon Butcher
F T Mercer
Den Struble against Alexander 8illiman; Sapp, c.............
11
shooting squirrels, had a hearing before a
of
the State.
brakeman
Hunt
differ
slightly
on
this
aud
Frank
Hardesty
L
M
Brubaker
Ryder
rf
.........
0
Brilliant Wedding of Mias Isabel Kirk played after such terrific defeat* as had
Brand had been burglarized, and two gold leave is given defendant to file amended
jury,in ’Squire Gibson’s Court, in Frederick
Augustus Yauger
3
James B .Sellers
Blake, cf...........
point. Leisy claims that he did not get to watches, an I. O. O. F. charm and other answer and cross petition.
recently
befallen
the
party.
Through
as

and Mr. Ben. Ames
H H Young
Ross Horn
Young, p..........
0
town, Friday, and was discharged.
the train in time to arrest them, while the small jewelry stolen. The articles were
Invalids Should Remember the Date.
saults from without and mistakes from W W Walkey
Sarah Ward Pickering against W. F.
Columbus Ewalt
The most elaborate wedding of the season
— Until further notice, the B. A O rail,
traiDman
claims
that
he
stood
on
the
plat

within, it had almost been obliterated. Mark Miller
Huston Cotton
Totals
..........
47
7
7
2
33
We wish again to call the attention of
all
marked
C.
R.
B.
Poland,
verdict
rendered
for
defendant
by
road will sell round Lip excursion tickets, and of many seasons, called together a bril Republicans said that the Democratic sun Edward Poston
Frank Harper
form and watched the men board the truin.
•Two outs in the eleventh inning when our readers to the return visit of Dr.
The burglar held here is supposed to be jury.
liant
assemblage
at
8t.
Paul
’
s
Episcopal
Harrison
Farris
Wilson
Johnson
every Sunday, to points on the line, when
As soon as the message was received, long to the George Foster g«ng of tbievesi
France, as announced by his large ad
had set in eternal night, but the star of Hugh Neal
In the damage suit of Henry C. Athey winning run scored.
W B Shipley
the trip can be made on Sunday. All tickets church Thursday evening, the occasion hope was now rising in the horizon. When Clark
vertisement in this issue of our pajter.
Lieutenant Lauderbaugh and patrolmen numbering some of the most dangerous against the B. A O. R. R-, leave has been
Soore by innings:
H
S
Darling
Irvine
being the marrriageof Miss Isabel Kirk and
Dr. W. A. France, who presents bis
will be limited for that day only.
Flummer, Woolison and Butcher, who bed criminals outside of prison wails. He was given defendant to answer by June 20,
C Patterson
C B Grubb
the Democratic party was buried, with it in
123456789 10 11
C F Rice
Greys............... 0 04100000 0 1—6 credentials from the best medical insti
been detailed as extra policeman that also recognized by Detective Hummell as a 1896.
— Constable Walter arrested James Lem Mr. Ben Ameathe same sepulcher would be the hopes and S R Gotshall
John Lee
D S Coleman
The church was artistically decorated by
Gambier.......... 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2--7 tutions in the country, has spent the
night, went d^wn to meet No. 28. They one time Chicego crook, but has lately given
ley. in Liberty township, Thursday, on the
ambitions of the republic. It was essential Wm Banning
In the partition case of John N. Baker
George Miser
Earned runs—Greys, 2; Gambier, 2 2- past twenty veare in the constant inves
did
not
havdany
handcuffs,
and
Lauder

charge of forgery. I^mley sold a note for Mr Ahern, the florist. The chancel was that Democratic principles prevail in order Robert Darling
Frank Haymes
that city a wide berth on account of several against Enoch Baker, John M Ewalt was base hits-Sites. March. Sapp Passed ball* tigation an<l treatment of chronic dis
made
beautiful
with
a
great
variety
of
P
A
Berry
Wpi Struble
baugh came back up street after a pair. jobs in which he figured. Detectives from appointed trustee and authorized to take —Chase, 3; Sapp. 3. Wild throws -Greya. eases. The fact that he refuses to pre
$5 to C. W. McKee, to which he bad forged
that republican institutions may have ex
magnificent palms, garlands of smllax, and
George W Houck Butdher.and Woolison were stationed on fhe Windy City are expected here soon td possession of a certain note calling for 2; Gambier, 2 Bases on balls- -Off March, scribe for any disease outside of his
the names of Marion and Lizzie Cole.
istence. In distress we turn to the Demo George Rummel
David Bryant
snowy white peonies, while five arches of cratic party for relief from Republican Lewis Britton
the south side of the track while Lauder aid in identifying him.
— The tracks of the C.. A. A C. in the smilaxand sweet alyssum were erected in
F O Levering
J D Levering
$1031.42, made payable to the Sheriff of 3; off Young, 1. Base on bit by pitched specialties and asks only those to visit
As there is no charge against Powell in Knox county and secured by a mortgage on ball—off March 1. Struck out—By March, him who have failed to get relief from
baugh and Plummer remained on the plat
B Houck
Lon Js cobs
vicinity of Akron, were considerably dam the middle aisle from the chancel to the mistakes. The Democratic party is not
4; by Y oung, 7. I-eft on bases—Greys. 8;
county, be will be turned over to U S.
John Hyatt
their family physicians, entitles him to
form. Atthe Wa^er tank, where the train this
controlled by monopolists, but it is the Frank Moore
aged, 8unday, by one of the heaviest storms main entranceMarshal Devanney. for robbing tbe postoffice the lands sold, to beheld by him until fur Gambier. 12 Doable plays—F. ‘McMahon confidence.
Large numbers already
The
committee
on
resolutions,
through
made
a
short
stop,
one
of
the
burglars
to
W. Hollenbeck. Time—Two hours.
hope
of
the
common
people,
whose
rights
at
Beck's
Mills.
The
police
here
were
offer

ever visiting that locality. Train service
ther
orders
from
tbe
court.
Mrs. I va Sproule Baker discoursed sweet
throng his parlors at each visit. Every
Umpires—Jones and Clark.
are of far greater value thau the interests of their Chairman, Frank Moore, made the jumped off, hut got on the rear step afid ed the reward for capturing the other burglar
was not interfered with to any extent.
Lottie
B.
Wade
has
been
allowed
$25
at

music at the organ while the guests were
invalid should carefully read his mam
following report:
rode up to the depot. As soon as the train provided they would turn him over to the torney fees and $10 per month alimony, in
— Richland county Democrats nominated assembling, apd being seated oy the courte trusts and combines. Great burdens should
moth advertisement and visit him at
Be it resolved by the Democracy of Knox stopped the other burglar aroee and, follow government for proeecu tion. The offer was
fall
equally
upon
all.
He
closed
his
speech
her suit for divorce and alimony against
Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, June 17, in
the following ticket Saturday: Probate ous ushers, who were; Messrs. William Wil
county, Ohio, in convention assembled, ed the brakeman ou^ When he stepped refused.
LOCAL NOTICES.
by
declaring
himself
in
favor
of
treating
the
Wm T. Wade.
the private parlor of the Curtis Hotel,
that we are in favor of the free and unlim
Judge, Roelitf Brinkerhoff, jr ; Commis liam Wilson, of Cumberland Md ; Dr.
ONLY 5i LOTS YET REMAIN
ited coinage of silver and gold at the ratio down, he was immediately pointed out to
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. One day only.
In the partition suit of Wm T. Msgers
sioner. George Griffling, of Madison town Delano Ames, brother of the groom, of coinage of gold and silver alike.
Just Received
On motion of Hugh Neal, F. 0. Levering of 16 to X independent of the action or the officers. Lauderbaugh went up and
Consultation free and strictly confiden
against Mary A. Msgers, et el., distribution
ship; Infirmary Director, W. A. McIntire,of Baltimore; George A. Straw, of Kenyon;
To
be
Sold
to
Insure
the
Extension
of
and Allen Fink were chosen secretaries. pleasure of any other country or nation, placed him under arrest. He reached for
is made as follows: Wm. T. Msgers, three 25 Baby Carriages at Frank L. Beam’s. tial.
Ply month.
and we hereby instruct the delegates to b?
the Cooper Works.
Clay V. Sanford, of Portsmonth; Robert
Best assortment and lowest prices in the
The ckair read the official call and order chosen this day to represent us iu the state his gun while at the same time Plummer
The sale of lots for the Cooper Works ex- sixteen the; Elizabeth J. Penrose, Calvin city.
— The Board of Education of College Kirk, brother of the bride; Harry C. Devin, ed the secretary to call the townships which
aud congressional conventions to urge and drew his mace and struck the fellow. The
Money.
Msgers and Carrie McFadden, each three
township, will receive bids on Jnly 1st, for Chas. Herbert Grant, and Chaa. 8tamp„of disclosed the following representation:
vote as a unit for the passage of this resolu mace flew from hie band, when he grabbed tenson project is on the home stretch, so to sixteenths; Annie Magers, one-fourth.
If
you
nave
money to invest I can
All
the
new
colors
in
window
shades.
epeak.
Only
fifty-one
yet
remain
to
be
putting in a furnace in the Gambier high this city.
tion end to endeavor to have the same in the burglar around the body and arms
Berlin—Wm. Toms, G. A. Welker, A.- corporated
Clark Irvine secured a judgment against New lace decorations. Wall shades, secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
in the platforms adopted by
told.
It
is
just
as
important
that
these
last
Promptly at 8 o'clock the organ pealed
school building. Those interested in the
from behind. He had gotten hold of the
bert Phillips, C. Myers, N. H- Hunter.
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You county real estate, not only as safe as
said conventions.
fifty-one be sold, as the first fifty- M. J. Davis, by jury, for $50.
matter will find a notice on the second page forth the music to the ever beautiful wed
will save money by buying these at Government bonds, hut at double their
Brown—Wra. Loney, Dr. Fulmer. Ly
The resolution was received with many pistol with his left hand, and having the one. In fact, it is necessary that every lot
Tbe
case
of
Buchtel
college
against
J.
B.
ding
hymn,
“
The
Voice
that
Breathed
o
’
er
of this issue of the Banner.
P. B. Chase.
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain rate of interest.
man Workman, J. M. Motx, W. 0. Hum demonstrations of approval, end was freedom of his forearm, began to fire. He
Sellers,
has
been
settled.
poles, sash rods, &c.
— On account of . the refusal of the Eden," in which mingled the voices of the phrey.
cronched down and fired three shots at iu the additions find a purchaser to make
unanimously
adopted
amid
applause
and
The
case
of
James
A.
Wing
against
Wm
the enterprise a success, for unless all the
City Council to give the cemetery any tax vested choir, which approached from the
Lauderbaugh, one of them striking the
Butler—George Butler.
cheer9.
lots are disposed of the project falls through R. Wing, has been settled, each paying
If your eyes need atten
levy, it is urged that parties contemplating South entrance and advanced slowly through
officer
in
the
left
groin.
Another
of
the
Clinton—C. M. Kingsbury, A. J. Mann,
The convention then adjournedSpecial sale Dinner Ware
The gentlemen composing the committee hie own costs.
the purchase of cemetery lots do so at once, the middle aisle. As soon as they were Henry Keigley, George Yauger, Richard
shots struck Charles Davie, a young man
tion,
do not neglect them,
The
indictment
against
Frank
Haymea
have been industriously at work, but there
Frank L. Beam’s.
at
that the Trustees be provided with funds to seated iu the choir stalls, the organ drifted Braggy.
CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
about nineteen years of age, making an
for assault and battery, has been nollied at
but
consult
F. A. Clough,
is
much
yet
to
be
done,
and
those
of
our
into
the
familiar
strains
of
the
Lohengrin
continue needed improvements.
The following central committeemen ugly flesh wound in his thigh. The third
Howard—LeGrand Britton, Dr. Coleman,
citizens who have not yet subscribed should the request of the Prosecuting AttorneyOptician,
and
have them
— Another Mt. Vernon boy is going to weddi.ig march and the maids a] proachtd P. A. Berry, Thomas Shipley, W. E. Dur were reported from the various townships shot buried itself iu the casement ot the come to their assistance and put their names
Decorated
Dinner
Sett,
100
New
and precincts:
DEEDS RECORDED.
pieces, at Frank L. Beam’s. Do not properly fitted with perfect
the front. Mr. John 8. Fairchild, who has from the chancel and proceeded down tLe bin.
door of the ladies’ waiting room. He then down for one or more lots.
Berlin—C. M. Switzer.
Eliza U. Watkina to Mansonetta Lewie, f>uy dishes or house furnishing goods fitting Spectacles or Eye
It should be a matter of pride to our citi
raised the pistol and fired the two remain
been local freight agent of the B. A O- rail main aisle to meet the bride.
Hilliar-T. J. Lyal, A. Hulse, C. J. Up
First, the maid of honor, Miss Eleanor
until you look through this stock.
Butler—George Butler.
ing shots over bis left shoulder at Officer zens that the project be a complete success,
road at Columbus, bus been promoted to
dike, M. H. Williams. J. E- Li'zenburg, F.
as
it
will
secure
to
Mt.
Vernon
all
that
has
Glasses.
Brown—Charles Grubb.
the position ofDi.lrion Freight Agent Kirk, sister of the bride, who was charming T. Mercer.
Plummer His partner had jumped off the been promisi d, au 1 more, toe.
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
in a picturesque gown of white organdie
Clinton—C M Kingsbury.
coach and started on a run for the vicinity
with headquarters at ColumbusDo you use Salt? and if you do, buy
The public interest in the sale of lots
Jefferson—Adam Stitzleiri, Henry 8binover pink silk, a beby waist cut low at the
Howard—LeGrand Britton.
of Black's foundry. Officer Butcher snap should not lag while a single lot remains
— On June 21 and 22. the Baltimore A neck and finished with a garland of pink aberger, Crist Swingle, C. F. Rice, J. F.
Corrected weekly by the North-West the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
There ia too much of vital concern
Hilliar—F. T. Metcer.
rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
ped his pistol at the fellow, but the weapon unsold.
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to rotes and green leaves; than came Miss Blubaugh.
involved to permit such a thing. Oar citi ern Elevator A Mill Co.
Ask Her
Jefferson—George Shinnaberger.
refused to work. He and Woolison then zens should remember that it means the Wheat................................................
Liberty—Wm Smith, John Cramer, Je
Cleveland, Ohio, at rate of one fare for the
58
Nellie Straw, of Carey, Mias Sarah Russell,
Liberty
—
Allen
Ewalt.
doubling
of
the
working
force
at
the
Cooper
returned
to
the
platform
where
the
shooting
rome
Bricker,
A.
W.
Tims,
T.
Doty.
Corn
...................................................
30
round trip, account Nobles of the Mystic Miss Eleanor Delano, and Misa Jennie
Picture Frames made to
Monroe—William Henwood.
If she would like a
was going on. Plummer and the burglar Works, or in other words, an increase of Oats............................................... —
20
Monroe—Frank Hardesty, Wm. Johnson,
Shrine Imperial Council- Tickets will ba Stamp, in white organdie gowns over white
the employes to at least 800, and should
Milford—J. Crottinger.
were still struggling.
Woolison maced consider tbe benefits that are sure to follow Taylor’sDiadem Flour.................. $1.15 order at
J. W. Perkins, Wm. Henwood, Alex
good for return until June 25, 1896.
silk, decolette, wreaths of pink rows and
glass of Soda
Morris—C. W. Beckley.
“
Best Flour........................ 1.05
him and they both feel. He was as wiry as from such a resultFrank L. Beam’s.
— On July 3d and 4th the Baltimi re A green leaves and pink ribbons; Miss Mary Johnson.
Cash
paid
for
wheat;
millfeed
always
Middlebury
—
Albert
Craft.
Remember
that
the
success
of
the
enter

be
was
desperate
and
struggled
with
the
Milford—W. L-Bottenfield. J L. Scott,
from
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to Marfield's and Misa Wiune Baldwin’s
is at stake, and do not let it drop or sale.
Morgan—Clarence Debolt.
officers until they all rolled off the platform prise
and from all stations, wi>hin a radius of gowns were the same with the exception of D. H. Moreland, W- F. Jackson, M. L
through by reason of any failure on your
Just
received
some
of
the
finest
dinner
Pike—John T. Reed.
under tba coach, where he was finally part to help it along200 miles from starting point, at rate of one green and white trimmings. Miss Clara Bricker.
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
Pleasant—Thomas Barber.
handcuffed, dragged out and taken in
Morris-John Rinehart, W. S. Hess, Wm
LOCAL NOTICES.
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
fare for the round trip- Tickets will be Amea, sitter of the groom, was becomingly
Union
—
William
White.
hack to the jail. The injured men were
Alumni Banquet.
Boyd, A. B. Thrift, H. H. Young.
tions. Sets that compare favorably
good for return until July 6th, 1896.
attired in white organdie over pink silk.
Wayne—Robert Darling.
taken to their homes, Lauderdaugh on E
The alumni association of the Mt- Ver
Middlebury—Albert Craft, Headley Craft,
with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at
— Democrats of Ashland county held Each maid carried a huge boquet of either
Room moulding to match all colors in half the price. Stop and see them.
First ward—J. H. Branyan.
Chestnut and Davis to the corner of Pleas non high school, will hold their annual
Grafton Williams, Boyd Levering.
their primaries Saturday. The following white or pink carnations.
Second ward—J. J. Kellyant and Mulberry. Physiciaus were called banquet Friday evening. The following Wall Paper at Frank L. Beam’s.
E. O. ARNOLD
Morgan—W.F. Smith, J. L. Arrington, J.
ticket was nominated: 8heriff, John P.
The maids were then preceded to the
Third
ward
—
Wils
Johnsonand removed the bullets and dressed the program has been prepared:
W.
Arrington.
Jones; Clerk, I. W. Thomas; Probate Judge, chancel by the nehere. Then came the
Fourth ward—Columbus Ewalt.
Corena Yeast—Something New!
wounds. No fatal results are anticipated.
PART I.
Pike—W. W. Walkey, W. B- Shipley.
LOST—Greek Cross badge of the
Benjamin Myers; Commissioner, Charles bride leaning on the arm of her father, Mr.
and
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and he con Daughters of the King, having the
Fifth ward—D. B.Tuttle.
Davis is a highly esteemed young man, au
Music.
Pleasant—J. H. Bone, J. M. Ulery, R. 8.
Baker; Auditor, C. W. McCool; Infirmary D. B. Kirk. Her brunette beauty showed
vinced. Sold by
Invocation.
8ixth ward—5A illiatn Allam.
employe
of
the
C.
<fc
G.
Cooper
Co.,
and
motto
of
the
order
and
the
letter
F.
H
Jones,
F.
W.
Severus,
John
Roberts.
Director. David Woodman.
to advantage in an elegant toilette of heavy
Roll Call.
Warner W. Miller.
COMMITTEE ORGANIZES.
S. thereon. Finder please leave at
was at the depot for the purpose of board
Union—George McKee, George Beal
— A Holmes county fruit grower has a cream satin en train. The low cut bodice
Minutes of Banquet of ’95.
Curtis & Stevens insurance office.
The
committee
met
efter
the
adjourn,
ing
No.
28
to
go
to
Columbus
to
spend
Music.
novel plan to ensure a good crop of plums was finished with a garniture of old Houi- James F. Smith, Wm. Senft, A. V. Kirk
Watches From $1.50 Up.
ment of the convention and organized by Sunday.
Address of Welcome...... Mr. Eusminger, '91
He slits the hark of the tree trunks, which ton lace, which had been in the family for patrick, Charles McKee. Clement Neff.
Mr. Debes, '96
Wayne—Robert Darling, Morrison Fer choosing Columbus Ewalt, Chairman, and
Coming up from Gambier on the same Response............. .....................
Call and see w hat you can
leaves the guin out at such openings in several generations, a veil of tnlleand huge
Music.
Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
J.
J. Kelly, Secretary.
ris,
Hess
Burson,
Janies
Withrow,
Wm
train were six young ladies from this city, History................................. -Mr. Cassel, ’91
stead of coming out of the fruit where boquet of white Nipbetos roses completed
buy
for little money in and beautiful new styles in Wall Pajier
Ackerman, Clyde Young.
Misses Sera Russell, Straw, Ames, Elinor Necrology....................... Mr. Parmenter,’93
stung. He has tried this scheme for several the costume.
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
First ward—Jerome Rowley, Robert Mil
Kirk, Mar field end Baldwin. When the Poem..................................... Miss Gordon, '93 Gents’ or Ladies’ Watches at lower prices than ever. All old stock
years and it has never failed to work.
As the bridal party approached the altar,
Music.
ler,
Hugh
Neal,
Wm.
Weiss,
H.
K.
Cotton,
at
F.
A.
Clough
&
Co.
’
s.
train stopped they started to alight. The Oration.................... . .............. Misa Graff. ’94
— The baccalaureate sermon for the High Rev. J. G. Ames, of Washington, D. C., the
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
H. Branyan.
first three had reached the platform when
and see how pretty and how cheap.
Announcement of officers for 1896-97.
school class of ’96, was delivered Sunday groom’s father, who assisted in the marriage
Hawkins-Larimore
Families
Hold
Second ward—Clark Irvine, Max Meyers,
the fusilade of shots began. They ran
PART II.
Insectolene Powder is guaranteed to
night in the I’re-hyterian church by Rev. service, and Rev. George F. 8mythe entered
Big Celebration at Mt. Liberty.
destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, Water Bugs,
around the east end of the depot while the
F. A Wilber,bis text being from John 13:17, from the chancel and awaited them, while J. J. Headley, L. B. Houck, I. M. Roberts.
Reception of Class of '96.
Japanese mattings are one ot the
Third ward—W. A. Harris, Wils John
Moths and Vermin of all kinds. Sold nicest things of the age. Not like the
others remained in the coach. While stand
part in.
‘Tf Ye Know These Things, Happy are Ye the groom and best man. Mr. J. G. Ames,
by Warner W. Miller.
Banquet.
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
if Ye Do Them ’ The address was a master jr., brother of the groom, met the bride at son, Frank Moore, Charles Critchfield, Jr. Over Two Hundred Guests, Repre ing there, young Davis came running down
Toasts.
l>eautiful and more durable. You can
the platform, which again frightened the
ly one throughout and certainly instruct, the altar steps where the solemn and im John Doyle
Porch Shades at Frank L. Beam’s.
sentative of Five Counties, Were
Music.
see the finest line of these goods at
young
ladies,
and
they
started
on
a
run
Fourth
ward-J.
N.
Hill,
Johq
P.
Dettra,
ive and entertaining.
pressive betrotbsl service was reed, the
Present- Feast of Good Things.
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at" prices
across the street. He called to them not to
— The attempt of a young girl to pur marriage vow being made at the com 8. R. Gottahall, J. J. Fultz, Wm A. Silcott
Graduating Exercises.
Davis’ O. K. Baking Powder, every from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard
be frightened, as he was shot and wanted a
Fifth ward—David Tuttle, F. O. Levering,
chase strychnine at several of the city drug munion rail. Immediately after the cere
Next week is commencement week at can warranted to give entire satisfaction Stop and see them.
stores Sunday for alleged suicidal purposes, mony, the bridal party left the church to N. W. Allen, Justus Smoots.
No stampede, but a wonderful gathering doctor.
KenjOD oollege, and in consequence, the or money refunded. Trade supplied at
Sixth ward—Wm. D. Banning, James of grand parents, children, grand-children
caused a little ripple of excitement iu the the strains of the Mendelssohn wedding
After things bad quieted down, the burg old college town is all a stir. Following is wholesale prices by Washer Miller.
The best selections of W’all Paper in
usual Sabbath quietude of the city. The march. The wedding reception, which was a Rogers, W- Taylor.
and great grand-childrer, assembled at the lar that had escaped returned, and peering the program:
Central Ohio at Frank L. Beam's.
Mr. Fultz offered the followiug resolu residence of William Hawkins, of Mt into the telegraph office, asked the operator
girl'e brother learned of her intentions and brilliant affair, was held at the home of the
Bird Cages at Frank L. Beam's.
Sunday, 10 30 a. m , Address to Senior
Window Shades and ready mixed Paint
nipped the affair in the bud by notifying bride's grand-parents, Hon. and Mrs tion:
Liberty, lest Saturdxy, for the purpose of whether the burglar had been shot. Upon Class.
to match W’all Paper.
Resolved,
That
a
committee,
consisting
of
all the druggists in the city.
Sunday,
7
p.
m
,
Baccalaureate
Sermon
holdiog the annual reunion of the Hawkins being informed that he was not injured, he
Charles Cooper, where the bride and groom
The best Tea and Coffee in the city
We have it and it is
one from each voting precinct in the conn
Monday, 9 a. m., Field Day.
_ Large posters are out announcing i
received congratulations under a wedding ty, to be selected by the delegates thereof, and Larimore families. For more than six disappeared.
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
Monday,
2
p.
m.,
Base
Ball.
grand celebration at Lake Hiawatha Park bell made of oak leaves and pink roses, sus be appointed to act as a committee on reao weeks silent preparations were being made
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
We are displaying the very cheap. You can g» t a
When arrested, the burglar carried
Monday, 8 p. m., Promenade Concert.
on July 4. by the U. R- Knights of Pythias pended from an arch made of leaves and lutions, and to whom shall be referred any to surprise “wily Willie’’ by coming down small traveling grip, which contained
Tuesday, 9 a. m , Tennis.
at 25c per pound and be convinced.
largest
line or seasonable
and
all
resolutions
presented
without
de
Tuesday,
2
p.
m.,
Band
Concert.
An excellent program of sports has been ar roses. The house was profusely decorated
upon him like a thief in the night and tak complete “kit" of burglar tools, consisting
Said committee, as a whole, to re
Tuesday, 4 p. m , Harcourt Commence
novelties
in Belts, Shirt ten-pound sack for 25 cents
ranged, consisting of a base ball tourna with garlands of oak leaves, field daisies, bate.
Porch
Shades
at
Hammocks
and
ing
full
possession
of
the
old
man
and
bis
of knives, drills, chisels, lag bolts, files, oil ment.
port to and for the action of this convention
ment, participated in by all the leading roses end smilax. The bride's table was such resolutions and instructions as iu premises. But some unguarded tongue can, fuses, powder, powder tamps, dyna
F
rank
L.
B
eam
’
s
.
Waist
Sets,
Silk Guards at our store.
Tuesday, 8 p. m., Sophomore Hop.
clubs in this part of the state. There will garnished with smilex, a huge bride cake their united judgment they may deem divulged the secret to a Banner reporter. mite shells, and a number of skeleton keys
Wednesday, 9 a. m-, Phi Beta Kappa
with
Silver
and
Gold Slides
be hippodrome races and hurdle races and a adorning the center, and large cut glass best for its adoption.
William being a careful reader of that Besides these tools, there were several gold Meeting.
Awarded
Wednesday,
10
a.
m.,
Bexley
Exercises
ever
brought
to
the city, a:
Considerable opposition developed to the paper, “caught on to the racket," put
grand illumination by fireworks at night
vases filled with white peonies graced either
watches, three pocketbooks, one bearing the
Highest Honors—World’s Fair
Wednesday, 2:30 p. m., Senior Class Day
Why go to the sea shore
Fred A. Clough & Co.’s.
— Lightning struck the wires of the Mt end ofthe table. Miss Sarah Russell was the resolution, the chief objection being that everything in order and went out early name of Mrs. C. R. Brand, several small Exercises.
the
committee
would
be
large
aud
un
Vernon Telephone Co , during the storm lucky bridesmaid who received the piece of
Wednesday, 8 p. m , Dramatic Entertain
Saturday morning to meet the caravansary rings and a Rand-McNally railroad guide
when you can get the same
Monday afternoon, burning out about forty cake containing the ring, while Miss Straw wieldy. Frank Moore offered a substitute and welcomed them to full possession of In the guide was marked out routes from ment.
Call and be convinced that you can
Tuesday, 9am, Trustee Meeting.
three 'phones. Several parties who were drew the thimble and Mias Ames the for the resolution, which provided for a his habitation and surroundings. They Toledo to lama, Mansfield, Mt. Vernon and
Thursday, 10 a- m., Commencement.
buy more goods and better quantity for bath at home?
committee of five oo resolutions, to be ap
using the lines at the time were severely six-pence.
Thursday, 3 p. m.. Alumni Meeting.
pitched their tent on the beautiful grounds on north on the C., A. & C- This, together
the money, than any groceiy store in
pointed
by
the
chair.
Mr.
Moore's
amend
Thursday, 8 p. M., Senior Receptionshocked. Miss Bessie Eusminger. who
The wedding presents, which only a fe
south of the house. The forenoon was with a number of street car tickets found
the city, at
Warnkr W. Miller’s.
standing at the 'phone in the Central High intimate friends were privileged to see, were ment was voted down and Mr. Fultz’s
spent in happy greetings by old anu young later, shows that he is a Toledo crook.
olutiou
adopted.
School Building, was knocked down by the of the costliest order and of rare beauty
while the stalwart lads and lasses sawed
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
Sunday morning Mayor Hunt caused
William A. Harris offered a resolution boards, drove stakes, and built tables which warrant to be issued for his arrest for shoot
shock. In some places, large balls of fire The newly wedded pair left at midnight for
Following
is tbe list of unclaimed mail
You May Never be Wealthy,
were seen to emanate from the transmit an extended trip East and upon their return providing for the selection of one man from were loaded to their full capacity with all ing with intent to kill, which was served
East Side Public Square.
matter remaining in the ML Vernon Post
each
delegation
present
who
should
con
But
you
can be healthy. Constipation
tars.
that could be desired to satisfy ths craving by Sheriff Sepp. As the fellow refuees to office foi the week ending lest Monday:
will make tlieir future home with the
causes
two-thirds
of
all
the
diseases
of
Telephone No. 36.
— A. G. Mossholder, of Mt. Vernon, has groom’s grand parents, Hon. and Mrs stitute a committee to select delegates to appetite of hungry man. After 230 guests, give a name, he was titled John Jay, and
humanity. Violent cathartics mav re
Charles Ayers, Nathaneil Akers, Mrs
ocated here and will handle a string of Columbus Delano.at their beautiful country the State and Congressional conventions representing five coon ties, bad partaken of the warrant served by deecription. The
8imon
Bechtol,
Maria
Botlo,
Elmer
lieve you. They will never cure. What
This, with a motion by Frank Moore pro the good things, many baskets full of frag
horses at the track. Mr. Mossbolder has residence, Lake Home.
authorities also telegraphed a discription of Burdge, Harry Bland,Miss Alice Bloodhart
you need is WRIGHT’S CELERY’ CAP
We are eelling
handled some of the good ones among them
The wed ding wee pronounced by all to be viding for a similar committee to select ments were gathered up. Dinner being the escaped burglar to all surrounding Miss Sarah Crisman, Miss Gertrude A. Col
SULES. They cure Constipation, Sick
being Merry Go Round 2:22, Tom. West one of the most brilliant events in the delegates to the Judicial conventions, was over, the large family assembled itself into cities. He is sized up as being a man about ii<r, Wm Collins, John Croston, Frederick
Headache, Liver and Kidney trouble.
Durbin, C. R. Dove, John Hale, Wm. Head
2:291, Buckeye Girl 2:26, Fawn 2:30, G. H social annals of Mount Vernon, as the bride adopted.
one group and the photographer made a 25 years of age, smooth faced, dark hair,
Why?
Because they are Nature’s
ington, Isaac Jackson, Mrs Lou Love, Mrs
Birger 2.2U and gave Marwood bis three is one of the city’s brightest and most pop
The committee on resolutions, consisting picture. Being tired of surprises, it was feet 5 inches in height, weighing about 150 Agnes Lsymou, Prof. Morse. Mary A. Me
Harmless Remedies and Zyou get 100
MOST PERFECT MADE.
For that Tired Feeling.
days’ constitutional treatment at a cost
year old mark of 2.391 We may hope to ular bellesof the following named gentlemen, retired unanimously agreed to hold the next re pounds. He wore a brown suit of clothes Gugin, M McKee, Mrs. Burt Patterson.Mrs
Phebe Perkins, Mrs. Robert Ryan, Mrs. S (k pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre of lc a day or 14 weeks for $1.
Cure
It braces you, gives you an appetite,
see a little sport here during the summer
The many friends of both bride and to the jury room: M- H. Hunter, H. 8 union at the residence of Col. Isaac Lari- dirty sack coat, and a soft brown hat.
C. Sullivan. Samuel Swarts, Robert Simpand fall when all the boj s get their speeder groom wish them a long and happy journey Boorman, George Butler, Richard Braggy more, in Hilliar township, Knox Co , Ohio, I hobo having a slight resemblance,
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant. guaranteed by bankable paper in even’ and is the lx?st Liver and Stomach
on, Miss Carrie Wilson.
11 box. Sold by Baker <fc Son, Drug medicine on Ihe market today.
out.—Loudonville Advocate.
C.
J.
Updike.
T.
B.
Shipley,
Joseph
Bluon the sea of matrimony.
the first Wednesday iu June, 1897. • •
captured at the viaduct Sunday evening
C. E. Critchfiklu, P. M.
40 YFARS THE STANDARD.
gist?
Cbaft A Taugher.

Harry M.Creen’s
New Soda Fountain,

See
Her
Smile.

A LARGE REUNION.

f SALT
I BATH

DIV

VWCFj

Craft & Taugher,

BARING
POWDIR

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR

F CREAM

J

SMILES OF THE DAY.
COULDN’T BLUFF HER,
“0, dear,” she sighed, “I am aftaid
you are a dreadful Goth, Mr. Vivian.”
Dominie—I tell you, my dear, extrav
“Yes,” I assented cheerfully. “A He Was Playing a Big Game, Bui She agant gowns bring down a great deal of
Had His Pile Sized Up.
the unnappiness in the world.
regular Vandal.
It’s constitutional,
Detroit
Free
Press ]
Miss Bay (enviously)—Yes, indeed.
I made Martin Rayner's acquaintance don’t you know? A fellow can’t help it.
He was a well dressed man and ap Particularly upon ones who can’t have
luring my last term at Oxford. He I m not of the intellectual sort, I’m
them.
came to stay with a friend of mine at sorry to say. Now, Mi'iington, over peared to be a citizen of character, but
as
a
patrolman
turned
in
behind
him
on
“I see you don’t know how to take a
Balliol, and 1 met him at luncheon in there, who is awfully cultured, you
the latter’s room.
know and steeped in poetry to his finger Park street at midnight he noticed a wob. joke,” said the contributor, with facet
ious bitterness, as the editor handed
I believe most of us were disappoint tips—he can quote Teunyson by the hie to his gait. When the officer had back his witticism.
overtaken him the man halted, grabbed
ed in him. We expected to find his yard.”
me with one and see,” replied
a shade tree to support himself, and the“Try
conversation as brilliant as his books.
“Oh, how delightful,” she exclaimed.
editor.
He talked little and that little by no Do you know Mr. Millington? Will thickly inquired:
“Deev’nin', officer. Any danger of
Mr. Gummey (reading from the
means above the common level.
you introduce him to me after lunch the fire gettin’ into town?”
morning paj»er) — Several hundred
By the middle of July—a month or so eon?”
“What fire do you refer to?” asked the pounds of nitro glycerine went off in
after our last meeting at Oxford—I had
I didn’t forget. Immediately lunch officer as he looked all around for the the oil regions last night.
Mrs. Gummey—When do they expect
a letter from Rayner, asking me to eon was over I buttonholed the curate. light of a conflagration.
“Why, I thought the woods all around
spend a few week* with him at his
Millington was very vain. He left Detroit* was on fire. Never saw so much it back?
country cottage in Somersetshire. I Miss Darby's side with some reluctance; smoke in all my life. Can't hardly shee
•'I hear Curry is a finished blackgladly accepted the invitation.
but he left it I introduced him to the my hand befo’me.”
smith.”
“There isn’t any fire,” said the officer
“Yes, he finished day before yesterI arrived at Rayner’s on a Saturday intense eyes, which fastened upon him
evening. The next morning broke fine instantly. It was clear that he was as he rubbed away at his eyes, “but this day.”
“Eh—don’t understand?”
fog has come in off the river and is thick
and pleasant, and Rayner took me to booked for the present.
“He tried to shoe a mule.”
enough to cut with a knife.”
the village church.
*******
“Oh! That's it, eh? Sure about the
Tommy—Say, grandpa, what are you
The parson was not an exhilarating
“Now, then Vivian, out with it,” said fog?”
going to do with all your money when
“Oh! Yes.”
specimen. He was tat and pursy, with Martin Rayner to me, as we sat over
“When I get home can I tell my wife you die?
a red nose anti a wheezy voice.
our pipes that evening.
Grandpa Skinnerly—I guess I’ll take
that the fog detained me down town!”
1 should have fallen asleep, but my
Out with what?” I stammered, col
“Yes, it will be well to tell her that.” it with me.
Tommy—Oh, grandpa; don’t—it’ll
attention was attracted to a rustic onng.
“Wouldn't shay anything about woods
burn.
beauty in a neighboring pew. I am
“You know well enough. What were on fire and shmoke, would you?”
“No. Stick to the fog and you’ll be
not generally at all susceptible to female you saying to my little godchild all
Girst Nobleman—They say that Miss
all right.”
charms, but this girl’s face struck me at that long time this afternoon—eh?”
“Just sho. Ish it very bad fog,officer?’’ Bondstock has a couple of millions in
once. I do not think that it conformed
her own right, besides ten millions or
“I—I—the truth is,” I answered, hur
“Yes. very bad.”
so she’ll get from----to the proper canons of beauty. But I riedly, “I couldn’t help it, Rayner. I’m
“Can’t you shee to get ’long?”
SeconuNobleman—For heaven’s sake,
“Well, I have to be careful. Where
cannot be sure. I was conscious of two no match for her, I know, and I haven’t
old chap, don’t let’s talk shop.
glorious eyes, of a sweet expression a penny of fortune. I—I—suppose I do yon live?”
“Right over zhere. Fog’s awful bad,
thereupon reflected, but of nothing else. ought not to have spoken. But I but I can get ’long. Goot night, officer.”
Ijeavitt—I see they have passed a law
It created rather an odd sensation. If couldn’t help it. I—I—asked Bee—
“Good night. Can you open the door?” in Ohio forbidding women to wear hats
“Yesh, door all right I’ll shay fog de in theaters.
you believe me, it raised something like Miss Darby to marry me; and—and—
Millie (scornfully)—The brutes!
tained
me downtown. Worst fog of ’er
a lump in my throat.
she said, ’Yes.’ ”
suppose they’ll want us to take off our
season.
Lived
in
Detroit
20
years
and
I told Rayner about it some time
“My lad,” he said, “I give you joy. I never shaw such 'er fog. Fog so thick—” hats in church next.
Leavitt—Oh, no; the clergy would
afterward. He did not call me a senti can share your feelings. I, too, have
What’s the matter?" asked the officer
as the man returned to the curbstone never allow that. If they did the wo
Lavine Smith has been making trouble mental ass, as any of my Oxford cronies had my little romance.
men would all sleep through the service,
“When I was about your age I fell in and sat down.
for Geo. L. Sutlifle. Both live at would have done; on the contrary, he
“Shee zee!” he whispered, pointing to like the men.
Youngstown. Soma time ago Lavine smiled on me very kindly.
love. Her name was Bee, also. Like an open chamber window in the house
had George arrested on a delicate charge
“My dear boy,” he said, “a quarto you, I had no fortune. Unlike you, I opposite.
Mrs. Hiram Daly—I have had to dis
and he settled the matter by giving her
The officer looked and saw a woman’s charge a great many girls on account of
some money. Friday evening she volume might be written on the inti was afraid to speak. But I thought—
their cooking.
went to the store where*he is employed mate connection between the beautiful I hoped—she knew that I loved her. * face peering out into the darkness.
Katie Kohldsoop—You’ll never have
“
Zhat
’
s
my
wife!
”
continued
the
man.
and attemped to shoot him. She was and pathetic. I am inclined to think * * Circumstances took me to anoth
to discharge me on that account, mum.
“
Thought
she
’
d
be
asleep,
but
she
ain
’
t.
quieted, and finally left. While talking that there is something touching in all er part of England. I did not return
Mrs. Hiram Daly—I am glad to hear
No woods on fire—no smoke—no fog
with her attorney about the matter, she
that.
true
loveliness.
Be
thankful
that
true
Jus
’
gotter
go
right
up
and
take
’
er
for
three
years.
When
I
returned
I
suddenly drew a revolver and attempied
Katie Kohldsoop—Mo, mum, I can’t
consequenches and give her $250 to buy
to shoot herself. The attorney seized beauty in any of its shapes is able to found her married.
’er sealskin sacque zhis winter, Officer, cook.
her just in time to prevent a tragedy.
call up in you these higher sensations.
Things had happened in the interval she’s raise me outer zhegame—farewell!”
After service was over Rayner and I of which I was not at the time aware.
A healthy appetite, with perfect di
Your Boy Won’t Live a Month.
stood waiting outside the church door. Her father had lost all his money. They
Ebin go braugh! After all history is at gestion and assimilation, may be secured
80 Mr. Brown of 34 Mill Si., South Gard
ner, Mass., was told by the doctors His son It was his custom, he told me, to have were a large family of children.
And ft.ult on the point of who discovered by the use of Byer’s Pills. They cleanse
had Lung trouble, following Typhoid the vicar and his family to dine with there was a suitor ready to take Bee as
this glorious land of ours. Columbus is and strengthen the whole alimentary
Malaria and be spent three hundred and
seventy-five dollars with doctors, who final him ever)’ Sunday, and they always soon as she would have him. It ended no longer the hero. It was an Irishman canal and remove all obstructions to the
ly gave him up, saying: “Your boy wont walked back together.
as her parents wished. She married that found us out, or rather found out natural functions of either sex, without
want live a month.” He tried Dr. King
“We are very intimate,” said Rayner. him.
New discovery and a few bottles restored
our country for us. The name of this any unpleasant effects.
him to health and enabled him to go to "1 am godfather to two of his children
“Vivian,a Bhe was—she is still—my belated hero is St. Brendan, and his
work a perfectly well man* He fays he They regard me quite as one of the only love; but now in a different, in a
Mary McGee, aged 19, was criminally
claims to the distinction mentioned are assaulted
owes his present good health to ute of Dr.
by two men in Dennison Mon
King's New Discovery, and known it to be family.”
higher sense. Why do you suppose I urged by Prof. Martin J. Mulroy, of day
night while waiting for a train.
the best in the world for Lung trouble
I looked toward the church porch,
have buried myself in this distant cor the Irish school of Boston. Mr. Mulroy She was badly injured. Richard Plunket
Trial Free at Baker A Son s Drug Store.
scarcely noticed the others. My eyes ner. ’Twas she that drew me here, my says: “It seems very clear that Brendan, and Frank Vickers are under arrest
4
were fixed on one face. So, my rustic lath To guard, to cherish her, has been Mernoc and Malo were not the first ex charged with the crime.
beauty was the vicar’s daughter, and I my single aim for twenty yeare.”
plorers who landed in America from The U. S. Gov't Reports
was about to make her acquaintance.
“I—I—do you mean------- ” I began. Ireland, for these th.ee found their own
Show Royal Baking Powdet
I believe I raised my hat with due
“Yes,” he interrupted me; “you have co religionists ahead of themselves; and
auoerior
to all others.
formality when I was presented to the guessed it. After twenty years I love the most striking feature of their voy
Wright’s Celery Tea cures constipa
vicar’s wife. I recollect murmuring her more than ever, but it is with that age is the fact that their description of tion. sick headaches. 25o at druggists
some observations to her, which may or tenderness that we feel toward the spir the islands and the continent they met
Massillon will help Canton to enter
may not have been coherent It was its of our dead. She is one of my dead, is precisely the eame as that given by tain the 1,500 Christian Endeavorers
not until we were well upon our homo Vivian. She is the angel that hath Columbus and the Spanish, Portuguese who will meet at the latter place June
30.
ward walk that I returned to the region reached me down her hand and lifted and English sailors, who visited those
John Hoelzer, long a merchant at
of
complete
consciousness.
She
was
me from the slough of a desperado’s islands and this continent almost a
IT IS ft SUPERB TONIC and
Wooster, died at Chicago, where he had
very
young
—
scarcely
eighteen,
1
should
life.
”
exerts a wonderful influence in
thousand years later and described the submitted to an operation for the re
We both sat silent. At last Ruyner Canary Islands, the tropical regions and moval of one of his kidneys.
strengthening her system by imagine, and rather shy. She did not
look at me much, and that gave me the spoke.
the peak of Tenerife.”
The trial of Charles Allen, the Cleve
driving through the proper chan better opportunity of inspecting her,
“My lad,” he said, earnestly, “do you
land bigamist, is in progiess at Elyria
Mr.
Mulroy
claims
that
the
land
discov

nel ail impurities. Health and
I was sure now that she did not con know I wanted you to love the little ered lay between Labrador on one side Allen claims that she married Hattie
Louis Comstock under the belief that
strenoth are Guaranteed to result form to the canons of orthodox beauty Bee? I have spent a year or two seek and
New York, Rhode Island and Mass his first wife was dead.
either
in
face
or
figure
Her
nose
was
of
ing some man worthy of her. I believe achusetts on the other, or the southern
trom Its use.
Joe Massori attempted suicide at
My wile was bedridden for eighteen months, no recogized artistic shape.
I imagine I have found him in you. And really,
shores of the St. Lawrence and the Wooster because his wife had left him
after using BRADFIELD S FEMALE REGU
that her mouth was too wide by half an I was growing rnxious. She has seen
LATOR tor two months, is getting well —
islands that stud the gulf. He concludes and would not return. He will recover,
J. M. JOHNSON. Malvern. Ark.
inch at the least. She had the appear so few men, and that handsome hum
with these words: “It may safely be but his wife remains obdurate, despite
BEAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA.
ance of lankiness, which would have bug Millington was always hanging
fcid by all Sruggutc al C..46
tSScKb
affirmed that tradition is in accord with his desperate effort to prove his devotion
o her.
completely spoiled her for a sculptor’s around her. Your hand, Jack. And
history in demonstrating without the
Dr. X. C. Scott failed in his effort
An odd case of garniaheeing occurred model!
mind you make her happy.”
shadow of a doubt the existence in
at Marion. ’Squire Geo. McKinley
But her eyes and the expression of
Next morning Rayner called me into America, centuries before Columbus, of to keep the Cleveland Medical society
out of the State Medical society, and
began action in attachment in the court her face! This pen ehall not venture to his study.
a colony founded by Irish people.”
now the victorious doctors may make
of ’Squire Gompf to secure money in
“You are going to see her father to
the hands of the Erie Railway Co., portray them. I wrote a sonnet to her
The manuscript from which most of an effort to have Dr. Scott expelled from
day. He thinks you an eligible young Mr. Mulroy’s claims are taken lies the State society.
belonging to C. E. Williams. Last in my bedroom that night, and tore
March Williams was married by the to pieces when I read it next morning man with a comfortable fortune, So
moldering in one of the largo libraries
’Squire but failed to pay the fee of $2. The lines were not, perhaps, bad—for
of Europe, accessible to only a few in
He did not reply to duns, and the me. They were, however, had enough you are, for you must accept this.”
He handed me a pink slip of paper. its present state.
justice decided to break all records by
I glanced at it I could not believe my
garnisheeing the man’s wages for the to desecrate the subject.
wedding fee.
We had a pleasant luncheon. My eyes, it was a check for £20,000.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
It is a matter for regret that Mr
chair was between the vicar’s daughter
“No, no,” I cried. It is impossible
McKinley omitted to state in his lec
and the vicar’s wife. Politeness con —I-------- ”
ture on Washington that the father
strained me to address much [of my
“You must accept it,” he said, very of his country never used his hatchet to
E. C. Caswell, of Brockport, N. Y., conversation to the elder lady, in whom earnestly. “I am a wealthy man now,
break into office,never conducted a liter
says: “I was terribly afflicted with I soon became interested. 8he talked you know. And I want you to marry
ary bureau dealing with the manner in
scrofula, and had lost all hope of being well and in a very pleasant voice. Her tiie little Bee at once. God bless you,
which he shaved himself, what kind of
manner was gentle and refined. Her Jack!”—Ixindon Truth.
cured. A friend advised me to take
suspenders he wore, the brand of chew
face was lined and careworn, but there
ing gum preferred by his wife, or how
THE OLDEST WOMAN
were still traces of beauty visible,
he blew his nose in church, and never
should say that many years ago she
In America is Margaret Bowen, of employed a campaign manager to
resembled what her daughter was now
Massachusetts, 121 Years Old.
chloroform him on the approach of an
I glanced across at her husband guz
[Springfield (Mass.) Cor. Boston Herald.]
interrogation point. We repeat that
which I did with great benefit, and I zling his food with a red face and pun
Margaret Bowen, a native of Ireland, this is a matter of profound regret.—Co
recommend it to others.” It restores ishing Rayner’s sherry with many
the liver to a healthy condition, and smack of his lips. What a hog the fel who lives about a mile north of Chico lumbus Press.
pee Falls, is probably the oldest woman
cures constipation, scrofula, rheuma low looked, to be sure!
in America.
PHYSICIANS FIND
tism, dyspepsia, and all kidney, bladder
A1 about 3 o’clock the vicar’s curate
She is 121 years of age, which fact is
and urinary diseases.
All People Not Alike.
a fellow named Millington, was an
testified to by authentic records from
nounced. He had charge of a distri*
A
letter-carrier
said his wife liked
We Aim to Keep
Relatives at Youngstown are anxiously church some miles away, I was in the place of her nativity.
coffee
so
well
and
seemed
to really need
Mrs. Bowen was born in the parish of
awaiting news regarding the sudden formed, but he generally came over to
it
at
breakfast,
it
was
too
bad
for
the
disappearance of Henry Seifert from
Evelane, County of Cork, in the “year
Just What
doctor to order her to discontinue it
San Francisco. His two sisters allege join Rayner’s gathering in the after of the great blow,” as she expresses it.
he had $19,000 when he left for the West noon.
8he was married 34 years ago in Cork He told her that her bad complexion, The People Want!
with his bride. He married her after
He differed greatly in appearance
dyspepsia, nervousness and occasional
paying $1 to a matrimonial bureau for from his vicar, lor he was scrupulously (o Bartholomew Bowen, who is 45 years
Some of the things
an advertisement for a rich wife, and
her junior. He is still living, at the age palpitation of the heart all came from
dressed
and
carefully
groomed.
I
one
cause
and
that
was
coffee
drinking.
people
aie asking for
his triends believe someone has done
of 76, and the disparity in the ages of
him harm.
thought him a good looking man in his the strangely mated couple is very ap The good man went on further to say:
are mentioned below:
way; but I did not admire the saintli parent.
“My child, if you were as strong as your
Good for
ness of aspect into which he had
At the time of her marriage to Bowen, husband and had the miles of outdoor
trained his face, nor his confidential Mrs. Bowen, so Fr. Ryan, of Cork, walking to do that he has daily, you
When Baby was sick, wo gave her Castoria
deference of manner when he addressed writes, was 8S yeais 'of age. Bowen could drink one cup of coffee, or perhaps
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
the ladies.
We sold from one to three gradu
says that he married her because he de two, at breakfast and dinner without
When she Ixi aine Misx, she clung to Castoria.
He took an early opportunity of com
any very bad effects, but the same pois
ating dresses a day last week.
sired
some
one
to
look
after
his
two
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
We will show you what the girls
ing over to Miss Darby’s side. She
motherless children, he being a widow onous alkaloids exists in coffee as are
are buying if you step into our
seemed pleased to see him and was er.
found in tobacco, whiskey, strychnine
store.
soon in animated conversation with
Mrs. Bowen’s maiden name was and morphine. There is not so great a
him. I thought her face less beautiful Sweeney, and she was a nurse in the proportion of them in coffee as in the Shirt Waists.
Tn a railway accident near Delaware, when animated.
There is a stream of Shirt Waists
village of her birth. She was the other drugs, tut a sufficient amount
on the Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking
I
joined
her
young
brothers
and
made
from our cloak room to the street,
Valley railway, Ford Deiner and Chas.
youngest of nine children, none of exists to seriously injure anyone whose
passing out of our cloak room all
Courts received injuries of a serious friends with them. They were nice whom died before attaining the age of constitution is a little below par. All of
the time. We have just the
nature, which may prove fatal. Both youngsters and well mannered. The 70.
these drugs can be used for a time by
styles you want.
are traveling salesmen and live at La youngest of them noticed that my eyes
perfectly
healthy
people,
but
if
their
Mr. and Mrs. Bowen landed in NewGrange, O. Denier was badly hurt inter were constantly seeking the comer where
York on the night of President Lincoln’s use is persisted in long enough, the hu Sleeve Buttons an<l
nally, besides having one arm and
shoulder broken and his head badly cut. Millington and Miss Darby wero still assassination, and have since lived in man body finally gives evidence of the
Nliirt Waist Studs.
conversing.
Chicopee, or in its vicinity. They live effect of the steady poison, and many
“Ah!” volunteered the schoolboy, in a little red cottage, scarcely more people who do not know this fact die
If you wear a Shirt Waist you
Lightning Hot Drops—
need Sleeve Buttons and Studs.
with a grin; “it’s a regular case between than a rude shanty, on the side of
because of their unnatural habits. If
We have them from the cheapest
What a Funnv Name*
picturesque hill, and nearly up to the you could use a hot drink in the morn
the curate and Bee.”
to solid silver and gold, as you
Very True, but it Kills All PaIri.
During the next fortnight I saw a Holyoke lineing made from the nourishing grains
may wish.
So d Everywhere. Every Day—
good deal of the Darbys; one day we
that nature has provided for the use of
W
e are glad to see that Speaker Reed
Without Relief, There Is No F'avl took them for a picnic, another we met
Neek Ties mid Bows.
is on deck again after being submerged man, it would satisfy your appetite and
them at a garden party, another we among the mediocrities for a time by fatten your body.”
Shirt waists demand a tie of some
kind. Ask for what you want—
dropped
in
at
the
vicarage
to
tea,
and
A
wholesome,
delicious
hot
drink
of
his futile a>sault on the Presidential
After a four days’ session the Dunkard
we have it.
so
forth.
On
all
these
occasions
I
found
the
kind
that
old
doctor
referred
to
is
meeting, near Troy, has closed. It was
nomination of his party. His hit at
agreed to meet in Indiana next year. myself a constant attendant at Miss McKinley at being neither a gold bug found in Poetum Coffee, made from Chair Tidies.
The council, which consists of 12 men, Darby’s side.
nor a silver bug, but a straddle bug, nad grains by the Poetum Cereal Co. Lim. of
decidod that' no members should be al
Many ladies wonder where they
Our last picnic was memorable. It took in it a great deal of the old Reed vim. Battle Creek Mich.; it brews the rich
lowed to ride a bicycle or have their
can find Chair Tidies. Let the
teeth-filled with gold, or wear any gold place at a spot called Heaven’s Gate, It has taken immensely, and will prob color of Java or Mocha, has a grand fra
name Browning A Sperry come
jewelry. The attendance this year was which is one of the show sights of that dis ably be adopted as a McKinley button grance and the pungent taste demanded
before your vision when you are
the largest for 20 years.
perplexed again.
trict. I have only the faintest recollection His latest saracasm is on McKinley as by all coffee drinkers. No poisonous
of what Heaven’s Gate is like.
the “advance agent of prosperity,’’about alkaloids are fouud here, and man is
Free Pills.
An
antiquarian
gentleman
regaled
which some simple minds are going only eafe when he sticks to nature’s
Send yotir address to H K. Buckler A Co.
Chicago, and get a free sample box of Dr. me with the history of Izmgleat House daft. Here is the Speaker’s last, duly food, furnished by the creator, prepared
No more shields worn in dresses.
King's New Life I’illa. A trial willconvine from the time of its first construction.
reported by one of his Boswellian ia a number of different wavs, to be EUREKA Dress Protector and Corset
you of their meriis. These pills ate easy in
sure. Ruddy health and red blood w ill Cover adopted at sight.
action and are particularly effective in the The good gentleman was satisfied; but I friends of the press:
The Eureka Combined Dress Protec
cure of Constipation and Sick Headache. neither heard nor saw.
allow the discontinuance of unnatural
“
Advance
agent
of
prosperity,
”
said
For Malaria and Liver troubles they have
tor and Corset Cover has open j»ocketa
“
I
say,
”
whispered
Miss
Darby
’
s
drinks
and
the
substitution
therefor
o^
the
Speaker
to
a
newspaper
man
the
been proved invaluable Ttey are guaran
which hold light shields, which can t>e
teed to beperfecriy free from every deleteri youngest brother, giving me a nudge, other day. “When I was a boy the the Cereal food-drink. Its use will tell easily removed for laundering garment
ous substance and to be purely vegetable. “ain’t that beggar Millington boring advance agent of the circus would the facts more plainly in the body than and as easily replaced. Always con
They do not weaken by their action, but by
go though the country and cover the
An absolute necessity for
giving tone to stomach and bowels greatly Bee, just? He’s been quoting Tennyson sides of the barns and fences with the words can be made to express. Grocers venient.
invigorate the system. Regular size 25c to her by the yard. What tommy rot most gorgeous posters of what the cir furnish it and experience teaches that it Shirt Waists and Light Dressea.
per box. Sold by G. R. Baker A 8on Drug
cus would be.” Then he pictured the goes about three times as far as coffee.
the chap did write, to be sure!”
gbt.
_________ *_________
<
O—
It occurred to me that I had been procession ot knights in silk attire,
For sale by Warner W. Miller, Whit
mounted on Arabian steeds,and followed
The senior class at \V006ter university rather severe upon this lad. After all, hv elephants, lions, tigers, and other tington & Co., J. C. and G. W. Arm
is up in arms over the faculty’s latest his slang was the slang of all schoolboys. wild beasts in a high state of natural fury. strong, W. Tudor and J. Sproule.
manifesto which positively forbids them
When the circus actually came it usu
holding their class day exercises in the I suppose I must have talked the same ally consisted of a few persons riding
Opera house and requiring the exercises jargon once myself.
Geo. W. Driver, township clerk a
horseback in the usual country style,
We sat down to eat, round a cloth one drowsy elephant, and a few weather Huron, was badly injured in a runaway
to be held on the college grounds.
The members of the class say they will spread upon the ground, all among the stained boxes mounted on wheels, and It is feared that his injuries may prove
not give the class day if they cannot ants and beetles. A literary young lady supposed to contain wild animals. “It fatal.
give it in the Opera house down town.
with intense eyes fastened upon me and never came up to the show bills," lie
J. W. Teegarden, yardmaster of the
added, “but there was always at least
endeavored to draw me into a discussion one
fir>t-cla-.' acrobat who could ride C., II. «t D. railway at Findlay, while
Children Cry for about the English poets. I said things two horses at once.”
coupling cars on Thursday, caught his
foot in a frog.and fell under the wheels.
which
made
her
open
her
intense
eyes.
Pitcher’s Castoria.
Tramps bruttlly assaulted Frank His left leg was so badly crushed that its
I believe I ended by asserting that I
was necessary, and the un
Children Cry fo» hated all the English poets—particular Canteibury at Lorain and rebbed him amputation
of $1.50. They beat his l.e.ul almost to fortunate man died from the effects of
Tfco People’s Dry Cootls Store.
ly Tennyson.e
the operation.
a jelly.
Pitcher’s Castoria.
N fitting up a wed*

I

ding
d'
‘“trousseau,
----- ‘
think
how many women
ate tired out: Dresstuakers, scam,
stresses, “shop
girls,” milliners —
•all hard worked and
weary over it; to
say nothing of the
young lady herself.
Sitting or stauding
all day is the hard
est kind of work ; it
gives you no healthy
well - balanced e<,erei«e ; part of the
[body is overworked
1 and the re** of it is
under worked. The
1 system grow* slug
gish ; the appetite is poor, the stomac h is out
of order; the bowels are constipated, you
have headaches and dizzy spells It's im
possible for you to take as much ju'-ofdoor
exercise In the daylight as you need The
best help you can have in the circumstances
is a simple laxative medicine like Doctor
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets. They will, as
nearly as any medicine can, supply the
want of free exercise which is lacking in
all in-door's work. They cure dyspepsia,
biliousness and constipation in a pleasant,
gradual, natural way. There is no griping
or weakening effect with the “ Pleasant
Pellets ; ” they act surely but gently ; they
promote liver - action, and give tone and
strength to the stomach and intestioes to do
their own work. When you become re
gular the “ Pellets " can be stopped You
don't have to take them forever. The cure
is permanent.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are email
sugar-coated granules; agreeable to take.
Children like them. If the druggist wants
to sell you some other pills that pay him
better, just think of wha> pays you. You
will receive a sample package free if you
will send your name and address to the
World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo, N. Y.
The People’s Common Sense Medical Ad
viser. By R. V. Pierce, M. D , Chief Consult
ing Physician to the Invalids’ Hotel and
Surgical Institute, a book of rooR large
pages, over 500 illustrations, some of them
in colors, bound in strong paper covers will
be sent to any one sending si cents in oneccnt stamps to cover co«t of mailing only.
Over 680.000 copies of this complete family
Doctor Book already sold in cloth binding
at regular price of $1.50.

OR TWENTY LONG HUS.

DELICATE *«£»
FEMALE
REGULATOR.

SCROFULA CURED.

FAVORITE REMEDY

Also Ladies’ and Chil
dren’s

Ladies’ Stylish Oxfords....................................................... $ .75
“ Button Shoes........................................................... 1.00
Ladies’ $3 and $4 plain toe, button, at......$l, $1.25 and 1.50
Men’s shoes from $1 upwards.
Misses’ button, plain toe, 75 cents, reduced from $2.

UNTRIMMED HATS
AND TURBANS.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

&

McGOUGH

DERMODY,

The Milliners
WARD BLOUk •

+

Tt will pay you to see these goods and prices.
GMMN

HTJX-.L’

+

• EAST VISE STREET;

One-Price Store.

DRUGGISTS

LTOBEE,!
COAL!
-A. JSTJD

OUR GRADES ARE THE
BEST AND OUR PRICES
THE LOWEST in the city.
CALL AND GET AN ES
TIMATE ON THE LUM
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
YOU BUY.
OUR STOCK OF

Lumber is Complete
WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY.
THE BEST GRADES OF

HARD and SOFT COAL
ALWAYS ON HAND.

James Patterson,

TELEPHONE >0. 55,
300-311 W. Gainbi -r Street
Leave orders with Francis Evans,
B. & O. Express Office

SAY
DO YOU
KNOW
THAT THE

WHITE STAR
LAUNDRY

F YOU ARE THINKING OF HEATING YOUR

MT. VERNON.
Sell all the

Medicines

Patent

Advertised In thia Paper.

BATHE THE BABIES.
Every Mother In Interested la

Call or Write to

the NnbJeeL

Be careful of the baby's tender skin.
Many soaps now used for washing
children are positively harmful. Use
“S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap.” It is made of
pure vegetable oils, ft is mild, sooth
ing, allays irritation, prevents disease.
S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap is the only nonpoisonous antiseptic soap in the world.
It is the finest medicinal soap made.
It is unsurpassed for the complexion.
Keeps the skin tissues soft, pliable and
in a healthy condition. Try it for all
purposes of the toilet and bath. Price
25 cents a cake. Prepared by S-a-n-ad-o-r Medical Co., 10 and 12 VandewaterSt., New York City.

SAVE YOUR STOCK
BY USING THE
CELEBRATED

Headquarters for Iron Pipe and Fittings, and all kinds

of Plumbing Material.

SPRIHG GOODS
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

Morris’ English Stable Liniment
Cures Lameness. Cute, Bruises, Scratches,
Galls, Sweetey. Spavins. Splint. Curb, etc

Price. 3Oe. per bottle.

Morris’ English Worm Powder
Warranted to cure aoy case of Worms in Horses
Cattle, 5heep or Doms, alho Pin Worms in Colts

Price, 5Oc. per box.

Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
A Specific for Bi.temper, Coughs, Colds, Heaves,
Fink Eye. and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.
Price. 5Oc. 81.00 per buttle.

A CO.,

Practical Plumber, 37 Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Quality all That Could be Desired.

Price, 25c. per puckA<c.

JWO. D, TORREY,
Manager.

THOMAS CLARK,

In Latest Shades and Patterns.

•HORSEMEN
For Loss of Appetite.Constipstion, Rough Hair.
Hide Bound, and all Disease* of the Blood.

PRODUCES THE FINEST WORK
IN THE CITY ? IT IS A FACT TRY
THEM AND SEE.
Phone 1*29.
222 8. Main.

I

House it would pay you to inquire into the merits
of Hot Water Heating, the most economical and the
most healthful known to science. If you are burning
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat
1000 cubic feet of space'from the first of September to
the first of May, we can put you right and save you
money. We have had over thirty years' experience in
this line of business, and will not exp» riment at your
expense.

OHIO,

Morris’ English Stable Powder

Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder

At Live and Let Live Prices,
>V. R.
sip e,
—Merchant

Tailor and

Gents’

Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry
Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Telephone 89.

Muddy
Complexions

Every reraefy guirsntied sattsfactonr or money
refunded. Our new hook, “The Horse: His Disease,
and Treatment,” mailed l.-ee.
Wells Med Id t ,e to., Lafayette. lutk

Fur sale by, E

D. Taylor «fe Co., Eagle
Pharmacy.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO B. B.

“A HANDFUL OF DIRT MAY BE A HOUSE
FUL OF SHAME.” CLEAN HOUSE WITH

SAPOLIO

TIMETABLE
In Effect June 30. 1800.

are never admired
Neither will powder,
paint or cosmetic make
them better.
If the or
gans of digestion, the
stomach, liver and bow
els be healthy you may
be sure the complexion
will be healthily trans-,
parent.
Paragon Tea regu
lates and purifies the
whole system.
«5 cents at all druggists.
Sample free.
S. R. Feil & Co., Chemists. Cleveland, O.

3o’.d at H. M.Green's Drug Store

PATENTS.
s 0LICIT0R3

Furnisher—

324 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and
Roup, asd kee-M poultry healthy.
Price. 25c. per package.

DEALEKEIN

AND ATTORNEYS
—von—

AND PATENT LAW CASES.

IH RRIDGE A CO.,
127 Superior Street opposite American,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
With Associated offices in Washingtor
aid Foreign Conn trie

RESTORE

EAST BOUND.
16

I 8

BTATI0K8.

ST VIGOR

46

am am a m pm
10 15 |6 05,
a nt
pm. pm
4 53 3 35|
7 45

(Central Time.)
Lv. Chicago.........
“ Foatoria.........

8

3 00 |3 00
6 50 4 55
7 45 6 45

LvSandusky........
Lv Mansfield.......
“ Mt Vernon__

Result ia

4 weeks.

When In doubt what to u«c for Nervous Debility. Loss of Sexual Power (in cither
sex). ImjxXency. Atrophy. Varicocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use
Sexine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for fi.oo; 6 boxes tor 5.00. With
every $5.00 order we give a legal guarantee to turc or refund the xuouey. Addrcm
PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.

f

Sold at H. M. GREEN'S Drug Store

lOoctly

00
27 10 05
5211 1 22

m
8 00
pm
Lv. Newark.............1 8 301 6 55
12 30
am
“ Columbus..... .
*7 20, 8 35 8 25 11 25
104
p ro
9 11 1 12 7 46 1 12
“ Zanesville..... ..
p tn
(Eastern Time.)
Ar. Wheeling........... 1 15 5 30 10 33 5 30
a

Lv Cincinnati ........ |2 00

8
noon a
“ Washington D C 12 00 6
“ Baltimore........... 1 05 7
“ Philadelphia...... 3 4t 10
p
“ New York......... 1 5 55112

The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute
Will be at the CURTIS HOUSE, Mt. Vernon. Wed.
nesday, June 17, 1806, from 8 a. ni. to 5 p. ni.
OKI DAY OXLY.

15 8 25

25
m

“ Pittsburgh.........

a
6
7
1C
p
112

3f«

60
15
mi
351

m
88
50
15
m
35

WEST BOUND.

J. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS

7

STATIONS.

3

(Eastern Time)
p m a m
Lv.Washington DC 8 20 ......
Lv. Wheeling........ 7 35 10 15
a m p rn
“ Zanesville—...... 9 42 12 29
10 22

p m
Lv. Columbus......... Il 35
a ni
“ Cincinnati........ 5 45
a tn
Lv. Mt Vernon...... 11 17
p m 1
“ Mansfield......... 12 12
Ar Sandusky.......... 5 40
Lv Fostoria............. 1 56
Yr Chicago.............

GRADUATIN5 DRESSES!

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

This train goes to Increased Business, Prosperity,
Wealth, and Happiness. Change here for Hard Times,
Dissatisfaction and Poverty. Are you going on? If so,
get right aboard, for the bell is ringing and we are about
to start on a season of unequalled prosperity. If you
don’t believe us, just take a look at the following goods
and prices:

TRIMMED HATS
AND BONNETS,

The People’s

Dry Goods Store

All Aboard

We have just received
a new lot of

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

aim wry,

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

LADIES

9 0)

47

111
17

p m a ni
......
3 45 ......

1 30

6 22 6 19
7 1( 7 10

2 15

35 8 35

5 45 . ...... 12 25
p ni
2 20 8 06 9 10
3
5
5
a

30 9 31 10 24
40 a m 12 15
55 11 33 8 45
ni
p m
7 25 6 40

■Daily t^top on Signal, t Daily ex.Sunday
J. Van Smith, Gen’l Supt.
Chab.O. Scull Gen’l Paaa r Agent.

—THE—

C. I. &in C. jRaiRT
Schedule effect
17,1SK

South
ONI WAV TIOKKTS ARB BOLD

At 15 Cents a Mile
Prom

tms north ovcr

VMa

LOUIBVILLS « N ASHVILLE R. R.

To individuals on the First Tuesday, and
to parties of seven or more on the Third
Tuesday of each month, to nearly all
lints in the South ; and on special dates
xcursion Tickets are sold at a little
more than One Fare for the round trip.

g

For fall information write to

JACKSOI SMITH, Dii. Pass. JL£t., Ciiciuaii, 0.
C. P. ATMORE, Gei’l Pass, let., Louisville, Ky.

SENT FREE.
Write for County Map of the South to
either of the above named gentlemen,
or to P. Sid Jones, Pass. Agent, in charge
of Immigration, Birmingham, Ala.

CLEVELAND
$2.50
_________
BUFFALO.
TO

DAILY LINE BETWEEN

CLEVEI.AMI

and TOLEDO,

Via “C. Ic B. LISE.”
Steamers “City of Bh(1h1o,” (new)
“State of Ohio” and “State of New York”
DAILY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY INCLUDED AFTKB MAY 30Lv.Cleveland.7 JO P.M. | Lv.Buffalo.
7:30 PJtf
Ar. Baffalo, 7:30 A-X; I Ar. Cleveland, 7JUA.M

Central Standard Time.
Take the **C. A B. Line” steamers and enjoy a
refreshing night's rest wiien euroute to Buffalo,
Niagara Kulls. Toronto. New lnrk, BoMon.
Albany, ‘,000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana
dian point.

Daily Excursions Weekly lo Niagara Falls.
Send 4 cents poet.'ige for tourist pampldcL
For further information ask your nearest Coapou Ticket Agent, or address
W. F. IIKKMAN.
T. F. NEMMAN.

tien'l Pass. Agl.
(ien’l Manager.
Cleveland. 0.

DR. FRANCE.
PRESIDENT
AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE^

South Bound.
Central Time.

2
a
8
9
10
11
11

Cleveland .. L
Akron
. .
Orrville ...
Millersburg
Killbuck
Brink Haven
it
Danville.
1
Gambier. ..
12
Mt Vernon .
12
Centreburg..
1
Sunbury ...
1
Westerville
1
Columbus. .. -Ar 2

Cincinnati. .

28 1

m p ro
10 8 (Ml
35 e 33
33 10 33
12 ll 16
22 11 29
49 11 56
58 f 12 (Ml
16 12 25
48 12 45
17 1 12
34 f 1 34
52 1 52
15 2 15

600

pm

38

pm
1 40
3 00
4 00
4 4'(
4 50
5 171
5 26
5 45
6 (fi
6 32
6 48
7 05
7 30

6 40

8
a ni

5
5
h
6
6
7
7
8

45
54
12
St?
57
20
38
05

FRANCE AfBDfCAL

C8S40 W. Gay SL.ooeblock N.ol state House. Columbus,0. Incorporated,>886. Capitol,$300,000.

DK. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic DImjvm
and Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the
FRA.2CE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Disease* will be soecetslully treated on the most Scientific principles. He is ably assisted by a full corps of eminent
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
C O A M r* C hjls no superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and def< rmitiea.
* *• •
‘ w
Acute ana Chronic Catarrh. Diseases of the Eye. Ear, Nose, Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver, Bladder, Chronic Female
tnd Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thonsands of canes
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have
x.*en restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
50c BOOK FREE. “The Medical Adviser*' containing nearly one hundred
tagee, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old—».r»fj»tiy
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fall to improve the opporunity to obtain one of the most valuable books which has ever come within yonr
•each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address.
OR. FRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmhns, Ohio.
'

YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—We have a special de
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive partntent. thoroughly organized, and devoted
mbit, which annually sweeps to an untimely exclusively to the treatment of diseases 01
Central Time.
27
-rave thousandsof young men of exalted talent women. Every case consulting our specialists
35
tnd brilliant intellect.may call with confidence. whether by letter or person, is given the mosi
am
pm!
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, hasdis- careful and considerate attention. Important
Cincinnati. ...Lv 8 00 8 00
covered the greatest cure known for weakness cases (and we get few which have not battled th<
in
the back atd limbs, involuntary discharges, skill of all the home physicians) have the bene
11 4A12 &S 8 00
Coiambus..., Lv
5 05 impotency.
general debility, nervousness, lan fit of a fall council of skilled specialists. I*
Westerville.. ...
12 00 1 116
6 27
5 33 guor, confusion of ideas, palpitation of the treatment of diseases peculiar to females oui
Sanbary......... ...
12 25f 1 2H 6 41
5 51 heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or success has been marked, over two-tkirds ol
C-mtrebarg . ...I 12 42 1 51 7 »4
fi 13 giddiness, diseases of the head, throat, nose, or our patients being ladies old, yon ng, married
Mt. Vernon... .... Ill 2 25 7 331
(6 45 shin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or single, rich and poor. Our method is entlreli
G-unbier.... ...| 1 28 2 40, 7 47
7 00 bowels—those terrible disorders arising from free from objectionable features of the genera:
Danville...
1 40 f 2 5«j 8 04
7 20 the solitary vice of youth—and secret practices, practitioner, namely, “Local treatment.” W«
Brink Haven
1 55; 3 00, 8 12
7 30 blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa seldom find it necessary. We prepare remedies
Killback____
2 21 3 4! 8 42
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take constitutional and local, as the case demands
Millersburg..
2 36 3 55 8 53
one candid thought before it is too late. A week and instruct ladies how to treat themselves.
Orrville..........
3 25 4 35 0 42
Ar
MARRIAGE.—Married persons or yoang me*
or month may place your case beyond the reach
Akron...........
4 20 6 05. 10 36,
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily contemplating marriage, aware of physlcA
Cleveland.... Ar 5 45 7 30 J 12 10
weakness,
lossof procreative powers, impoteaev
and permanently cure the most obstinate case,
pm
am
pm
or any other disqualifications, speedily restored
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
PRIVATE DISEASES.-Blood Poison, Venerea.
TO MIDDLE-ACED MEM.—There are many from Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal xmlssiona
114
DaKwai
BbancbI
HI
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexua:
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom Organs Want of Desire ia Male or Female
, m.
p. m.
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa
from imprudent habits of yentk ei
t 6 00 Lv . .Millersburg. .Ar,
t 7 45 tion. weakening the system in a manner the whether
sexual habits of mature Tears, or any cause that
7 00 .... ... Killbuck...
7 10 patient caunot account for. On examination of debilitates
the sexual functions, speedily ant
» 20 Ar. ..Trinway....
4 IB the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be permanently
cured. Consultation free ant
.... tW20Ar. Zanesville... Lv
t 2 40 found, or the color will be a thin or milkish hue. strictly confidential. Absolute cures guaran
a. m.
p- m. There are many men who die of this difficulty, teed. Medicines sent free from observation U
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage all parts of the United States.
* Rone Dally, t Daily except ounday. f Flag of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cared by a new
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy and never-failing method. Testimoaiala fur
atop. | meals.
nished.
f3F“ Where no time is given trains do notstop restoration of the genito-urinary organs.
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve
FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatmsat should
land and Cincinnati. Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate eta- ! send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which wlU
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written aaalyeta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati
or intermediate stations. South of Columbns.
j will be given. Persons ruined in health by unlearned prelenders, who keep trifling with them
Nos. 27 and 28, carry Vestibnled Sleeping Cars mouth after month, giving poisondus and injurious con-pounds, should apply immsdiataly.
between Cleveland and Cincinnati. " ’ ~
d
.
No. 27 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
uasklllfuUy
Columbns and Cleveland,
and can
II LO treated. No experiments or f dlnres. Parties treated by mail ST
---------- «-----------—— be
—— occupied
—-QDL-^w.
---p
express,
but
where
possible,
personal
consultation
is
pr
tferred. Curable cases guaranteed.
by passengers after 9:00 p m. at the East end of
No risks incurred.
the Union Depot.
Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of U B
No. 28 hasa Local Vestibnled 81eeper between .
Cleveland and Columbus. This Sleeper arrives at olS XL,1 Co^umbh^ Ohio. Addre*6’ With
DR, W. ▲. FRANCK, Xe. >« W«a<
Columbus at 2:15 a. tn. and is set at the East end
of Union Depot, Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7 KX) a. m.
CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers South of
Mt. Vernon.
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE
For any information address
..............
c- F- DALY,
Ourtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wedneeday, Jure 17, front 8 a.
Gen 1 Pass. Agent, Cleveland,Ohio
H. C. PAUKEK, Traffic Manager.
no, to 5 p
ndianapolis, Ind

North Bound.

1 WONDERFUL
CURES
’•UIWLIirUL UU

°ld

which ’ *7®

m. ONE DAY^ONLY.

ae^lecUd or

